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Abstract
This paper deals with continuous system simulation. The
systems can be described by system of differential equa-
tions or block diagram. Differential equations are usually
solved by numerical methods that are integrated into sim-
ulation software such as Matlab, Maple or TKSL.

Taylor series method has been used for numerical solu-
tions of differential equations. The presented method has
been proved to be both very accurate and fast and also
procesed in parallel systems. The aim of the thesis is
to design, implement and compare a few versions of the
parallel system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1 [Computer Systems Organization]: Processor Ar-
chitectures; G.1.7 [Numerical Analysis]: Ordinary Dif-
ferential Equations—Initial value problems, One-step (sin-
gle step) methods

Keywords
numerical integration, Taylor series, parallel system, in-
terconnection networks, integrator

1. Introduction
An important part of contemporary characteristic prob-
lems in science and technology is based on simulating and
analysing complex systems such as economical models,
weather forecast models or technology process control.
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In many modern applications in industry simulation has
become a powerful tool for engineers in order to predict
real system behaviour or validate closed loop controller
performance without conducting cost-intensive test cycles
on appropriate test facilities. Often the specific problem
setup requires the application of real-time algorithms run-
ning on external hardware units, as for example hardware-
in-the-loop systems on automotive test stands. Simula-
tion speed as well as stability of the performing algorithms
are critical in such applications.

Solving most of those problems leads to complex set of
linear and non-linear differential and partial differential
equations with time changing parameters and large sets of
algebraic and transcendental equations. For solving such
problems with great emphasis on high accuracy or high
speed we need high-performance computer platforms.

Today’s most common mathematical simulation software
packages (e.g. Matlab/Simulink) provide various types of
numerical integration methods [10]. These methods differ
primarily in the way the solution at the next time step
is calculated, knowing the time derivative at the current
time step. Variable-step solvers are able to adapt the in-
terval step size dynamically during simulation, depending
on the current rate of change of the solution.Fixed-step
solvers which are used in real-time systems have a de-
fined fixed step size because they need to calculate the
simulation output deterministically for each time step.
Increasing the step size, fixed-step algorithms typically
become unstable at a certain step size limit. More in-
formation about numerical methods and stability can be
found in [12] and [2]. Finding a numerical integration
method which is accurate, fast and also robust regard-
ing stability,would therefore increase the quality of such
real-time algorithms drastically.

The processor’s clock frequency is slowly reaching it’s
physical limits. The increase of performance is now pos-
sible only by including multiple parallel computing units.
This approach is supported by form of some problems. It
appears that contemporary sequential methods of solving
some problems is not natural.

A very promising approach for such problems is the Mod-
ern Taylor Series Method [8] - a special parallel system
which has been developed at Brno University of Tech-
nology. This parallel system can be used in a special
hardware unit for the acceleration of numeric integration.
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The main component of the parallel system is a numeri-
cal integrator carrying out numerical integration based on
the Taylor series. A first description of this system was
published in [7].

The paper is structured as follows: A basic idea of par-
allel computations and analogue principles are presented
in 2. Section 3 contains a detailed description of the Mod-
ern Taylor Series Method and its comparison to Runge-
Kutta methods. A transformation of initial systems into
systems with polynomials on the right-hand sides of the
equations is also presented. In such a case the Taylor se-
ries terms can be easily calculated. Section 4 is devoted
to a description of a parallel architecture developed for
solving systems of differential equations. The basic part
of the parallel system is a fixed-point arithmetic logic unit
(ALU) designed for Taylor series numerical integration al-
gorithm. Three versions of the ALU will be introduced.
Section 5 illustrates the implementation of the parallel
system on field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) us-
ing VHDL (hardware description language) and provides
tests and comparisons of the presented parallel systems
based on three versions of itnegrators. Platform FITkit
has been used for the implementation.

2. The Idea of Parallel Computations
Even though the idea of parallel computing and parallel
connection of high amount of microprocessors is attrac-
tive, it is not easy to reach big increase in performance
compared to single processor approach. The potential of
parallel data processing has already been studied. It was
found, that even a small percentage of sequential steps
may lead to high reduction of performance of the entire
system. For example if a certain program requires only
5% of instructions to be done sequentially on 64 processor
machine, then the actual performance is equivalent to 15
processor machine working perfectly in parallel. This is
the consequence of the fact, that most algorithms were
not developed for heavy parallel systems.

This paper concentrates on large systems of parallel mi-
croprocessors. The idea of this approach comes from ana-
logue methods of computations [9]. Analogue methods
are basically parallel methods and their analysing shows
that independent parallel cooperation of multiple proces-
sors may be implemented by applying differential calcu-
lus. Using analogue methods, independent parallel coop-
eration of microprocessors is going to be effective if each
microprocessor is going to be numerically integrating.

Generally, initial problems described by autonomous sys-
tems of differential equations are in the form:

w′
1 = f1(w1, w2, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . , xn, ), w1(0) = w0

1,
w′

2 = f2(w1, w2, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . , xn, ), w2(0) = w0
2,

...
...

w′
n = fn(w1, w2, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . , xn, ), wn(0) = w0

n,
x1 = g1(w1, w2, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . , xn, ),
x2 = g2(w1, w2, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . , xn, ),

...
xn = gn(w1, w2, . . . , wn, x1, x2, . . . , xn, ).

(1)
and the corresponding block diagram is in Figure 1. It
is clear that integrators can work in parallel. The ques-
tion now is how to calculate also functions f1, f2, . . . , fn

in parallel. Many test examples have been completed to

confirm that, if the functions on the right-hand sides of
(1) are of a particular type frequently encountered in en-
gineering applications, a sequence of substitutions can be
found that transforms the original system into a new sys-
tem with polynomials on the right-hand sides. More de-
tailed information is presented in subsection 3.1.

Figure 1: Antonomous system of differential equa-
tions - Block diagram

The analogue diagram solving the system of equations (1)
is well-known in the theory of analogue and hybrid com-
puters.

If we require higher precision, we have to impose more
complex and discrete systems for perform individual math-
ematical operations. All we shall assume here is that com-
ponents exist in order to carry out the requisite mathe-
matical operations, as listed in Table 1, where the con-
ventional symbol for each component is indicated.

Component Symbol Mathematical relation

Inverting
amplifier

y = x

Summing
amplifier

y = (a1·x1 + a2·x2)

Integrating
amplifier

y =
∫

(a1·x1 + a2·x2) dt

Linear
potentiometer

y = a·x

Table 1: Analogue-principle symbols

From a hardware point of view it is not a problem to
design inverters, adders and coefficients. The question is,
of course, a design of digital integrators.

We have applied chosen formulas of numerical integration
to solving of sets of homogeneous and non-homogeneous
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linear differential equations with constant coefficients, to
solving of sets of differential equations with time changing
coefficients and for solving of sets of non-linear differential
equations.

The algorithms of parallel cooperation of microprocessors
arises from the form of numerical solution of individual
differential equations (precisely from one step of a numer-
ical solutions). This parallel cooperation of independent
microprocessors may be designed using arbitrary chosen
numerical integration formula. It is a very special goal
to design numerical integrator with respect to numerical
integration based on the Taylor series method.

3. Modern Taylor Series Method
The Taylor series method is one of the earliest analytic-
numeric algorithms for the approximate solution of ini-
tial value problems for ordinary differential equations.
Even though this method is not much preferred in litera-
ture, experimental calculations have shown and theoreti-
cal analyses have verified that the accuracy and stability
of the Taylor series method exceeds the currently used
algorithms for numerically solving differential equations.

The numerical solution of an ordinary differential equa-
tion (2)

y′ = f(t, y), y(t0) = y0 (2)

is written as the sequence (3)

[y(t0) = y0], [y(t1) = y1], · · · [y(tn) = yn]. (3)

The best-known and most accurate method of calculat-
ing a new value of a numerical solution of a differential
equation is to construct the Taylor series in the form (4).

yn+1 = yn + h·f(tn, yn) +
h2

2!
·f [1](tn, yn) + · · ·

+
hp

p!
·f [p−1](tn, yn) (4)

where h is the integration step.

The main idea behind the Modern Taylor Series Method is
an automatic integration method order setting, i.e. using
as many Taylor series terms for computing as needed to
achieve the required accuracy. The Modern Taylor Series
Method used in the computations increases the method
order automatically, i.e. the values of the terms (5) are
computed for increasing integer values of p until adding
the next term does not improve the accuracy of the solu-
tion (last three terms of Taylor series are equal to zero).

hp

p!
·f [p−1](tn, yn) (5)

The main problem connected with using the Taylor se-
ries (in the form of (4)) is the need to generate higher

derivatives f [1], f [2], · · · . If it is possible, however, to ob-
tain the terms with higher derivatives, the accuracy of
calculations by the Taylor Series Method is extreme (it
is in fact only limited by the type of the arithmetic unit
used). A drawback of this method is that f(t, y) has to
belong to a special class. Fortunately, this class is large
enough to contain the functions that appear in many ap-
plications. This is typical, in particular, of the solution of
the technical initial problems.

3.1 Technical Initial Problems
Technical initial problems are defined as initial problems
where the right-hand side functions of the system are
those occurring in technical practice, that is functions
generated by adding, multiplying and superposing ele-
mentary functions. Such systems can be expanded into
systems with polynomials on the right-hand sides of the
equations. In such a case the Taylor series terms can be
easily calculated.

To demonstrate this, the equation (6) is analyzed.

y′ = a·y· cos t y(0) = y0 (6)

A simple computation scheme based on equation (2) fol-
lows

f(t, y) = a·y· cos t (7)

Let v = cos t then

f(t, y) = a·y·v
f [1](t, y) = a(f(t, y)·v + y·v′)

f [2](t, y) = a(f [1](t, y)·v + 2·f(t, y)·v′ + y·v′′)

...

f [p−1](t, y) = a·(
p−2∑

i=0

f [p−2−i](t, y)·v[i]

˙(
p − 1

i

)
+

+y·v[p−1]) (p ≥ 2) (8)

where

v′ = − sin t

u = sin t

v[p] = −v[p−2] (p ≥ 2)

u[p−1] = v[p−2] (p ≥ 2) (9)

Transformed technical initial problem (6) can be seen in
Figure 2.

Y

a.cos(t)

a.cos(t)

=

*

a

U V

Y

*

Figure 2: Corresponding block diagram

Similar constructions can be created for all elementary
functions, such as exp, sin, cos, tan, coth, ln, sinh, . . . . The
right-hand side of equations that belong to the techni-
cal initial problems can be decomposed in a sequence of
simple operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication,
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division and combination of them. These rules can be ap-
plied recursively so that recursive formulas for the deriva-
tives of a function described by combinations of these el-
ementary functions can be obtained.

A comparison of two numerical integration formulas is
presented in this article and in [6], including 2nd and 4th
order Runge-Kutta method and Taylor series method. A
quite low precision output can be obtained by applying
Runge-Kutta methods. The accuracy can be increased by
increasing the order, but this relatively decreases speed.
A test equation has been solved using Runge-Kutta for-
mulas (RK2, RK4) and the Taylor series method (Taylor).
The best results have been obtained by the Taylor series
method.

Table 2 shows the error of solution at t = 3s. Fixed inte-
gration step h is a parametr of all computation. Error of
computation is calculated as a difference between known
analytic solution and corresponding numerical solution.
Error is calculated at each step and maximum error dur-
ing interval 0 − 3s is displayed. An accuracy as high as
10−17 can be obtained only with Taylor series method.

Table 3 shows corresponding computation time. For ex-
ample, an accuracy 10−10 can be obtained in 1470 ms
(using RK2) or in 6.48 ms (using RK4) or in 0.225 ms
using Taylor series method of the 8th order.

Method h = 1 h = 0.1 h = 0.01 h = 0.001

RK2 100 10−1 10−4 10−6

RK4 10−2 10−5 10−9 10−13

Taylor 10−17 10−17 10−17 10−17

Table 2: Error of solution at t = 3

Error 10−1 10−3 10−5 10−10 10−15

RK2 [ms] 0.154 0.752 7.47 1470 -

RK4 [ms] 0.029 0.119 0.334 6.48 324

Taylor2 [ms] 0.115 0.576 7.25 1140 -

Taylor4 [ms] - 0.0824 0.329 4.5 225

Taylor8 [ms] - - 0.0444 0.225 0.916

Table 3: Computation time

More detailed information about the Modern Taylor Se-
ries Method can be also found in [8]. The Modern Tay-
lor Series Method has been implemented in TKSL soft-
ware [13].

4. Architecture of the Parallel System
Integrators (represented by ALU units) are the basic part
of the parallel system that contains a control unit CU and
an interconnecting network ICN (shown in Figure 3). All
integrators (arithmetic logic units) are controlled by one
control unit - each integrator carries out the same compu-
tation. Inputs and outputs of integrators are connected
into an interconnecting network. This computation de-
sign corresponds to SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple
Data) computation system [4].

Figure 3: Parallel system

Corresponding mathematical operations have been anal-
ysed and it has been found that following operations are
required:

• addition - carried out by parallel adder

• subtraction - converted into addition by change of
the sign (complement notation)

• multiplication - carried out by either parallel multi-
plier or serially by Booth’s algorithm

Two main operations are required: multiplication and
addition. Addition is typically done in adders, multi-
plication can be done by either serial or parallel way. As
communication can also be serial and parallel we can clas-
sify the integrators into following three categories:

• Parallel-parallel integrators - parallel communica-
tion and parallel computing

• Serial-parallel integrators - serial communication and
parallel computing

• Serial-serial integrators - serial communication and
serial computing

4.1 Parallel-parallel integrator
Computation is completed by parallel multiplier (multi-
plication) and parallel adder (addition). Block diagram
is in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Parallel integrator

The integrator consists of the following blocks:

• RV Register of result
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• RD Register of product

• MPX Multiplexer

• SUM Parallel adder

• MULT Parallel multiplier

This type represents the fastest numerical integrator. Com-
putation time of one term of the Taylor series is equal
to (10).

tPP = τmult + τadd + τnet (10)

where τmult is time of product calculation, τadd is time of
total calculation and τnet is delay in the communication
network. Because parallel multipliers are usually compli-
cated, this integrator has high hardware resource utiliza-
tion and is not suitable for a wide range of applications -
only for special cases where the time calculation is signif-
icant. Parallel bus is also heavy on hardware resources.

4.2 Serial-parallel integrator
Multiplication is completed by sequential method (Booth’s
algorithm of multiplication). Addition is completed by
parallel adder. Block diagram is in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Serial-parallel integrator

The integrator consists of the following blocks:

• RV Register of result

• MPX Multiplexer

• SUM Parallel adder

• ACC Accumulator

• SR Communication shift register

• BNEG Circuits for Booth algorithm multiplication

An advantage of this integrator is a smaller chip occupa-
tion because of using a serial bus and missing complicated
parallel multiplier. A disadvantage of this integrator is
longer computation time because the multiplication is car-
ried out serially in n steps and time of the computation
of one Taylor series term is equal to (11).

tSP = τmult + τadd + τnet

tSP = n·τadd + τadd + τnet (11)

4.3 Serial-serial integrator
This integrator is basen on the previous one - serial-parallel
integrator. Unlike the serial-parallel integrator, addition
is also performed serially - by a full one-bit adder. Block
diagram is in Figure 6.

integration

step

SUM

RV

serial

output

serial

input

initial 

condition

ACC
MPX

SR

CO

=1

Figure 6: Serial-serial integrator

The integrator consists of the following blocks:

• RV Shift register of result

• MPX Multiplexer

• SUM Full one-bit adder

• CO Carry out register

• ACC Accumulator

• SR Output shift register

Chip slices occupation is a bit smaller than in the previous
serial-parallel version. But the computation time of one
Taylor series term is equal to an exponencial formula (12).

tSS = τmult + τadd + τnet

tSS = n·n·τadd + n·τadd + τnet

tSS = n2·τadd + n·τadd + τnet (12)

In this case, τadd is time of addition of the one-bit adder
and n is number of bits used for storing values - the data
with size as in the previous version.

5. Implementation of the Parallel System
Parallel system with all three versions of integrators, con-
trol unit and interconnecting network have been designed,
simulated and finally implemented on field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs). FPGAs provide massive parallel
structures and high density logic arithmetic with short
design cycles. First integrators and control units have
been designed in VHDL (hardware description language)
[5] and simulated in a simulation ModelSim [11]. VHDL
is commonly used as a design-entry language for field pro-
grammable gate arrays. Platform FITkit [3] has been used
for implementation.

FITkit is evaluation and development platform, that has
been developed at our faculty. FITkit is used for try-
ing out a hardware implementation, not just simulation a
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Table 4: Chip slices occupation and computation time of one Taylor series term

Data width [bit] 16 32 64 16 32 64 128 16 32 64 128

Chip occupation [%] 14 25 154 19 27 44 86 23 30 43 71

Multiplication time [ns] 8 15 28 96 224 576 1664 1024 4096 16384 65536

Addition time [ns] 6 7 9 6 7 9 13 4 4 4 4

Computation time [ns] 14 22 37 102 231 585 1677 1088 4224 16640 66048

Integrator type parallel-parallel serial-parallel serial-serial

hardware design as was usual later. FITkit platform con-
tains FPGA chip XC3S50 Spartan 3. The VHDL model
was synthesized with Xilinx ISE Software.

A parallel system containing each version of integrators,
control unit constituted by a Moore machine, a static in-
terconnection network and a SPI controller for the FITkit
communication system has been implemented and synthe-
sized.

These parallel systems have been compared so that a chip
slices occupation and computation time of one Taylor se-
ries term to be shown. Results are presented in Table 4.
Computation time has been calculated according to equa-
tions (10), (11) and (12). Values τmult and τadd have been
obtained from the synthesis results, value τnet has been
disregarded.
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Figures 7 and 8 display results from Table 4 in a graphic
form. As can be seen, the chip occupation of the serial-
serial version of integrator is the smallest, but on the other
hand the calculation speed is very slow.

The chip occupation of the serial-parallel version of in-
tegrator is only a bit higher than the serial-serial ver-
sion because the only difference is in using a parallel
adder instead of a one-bit full adder. Value for money
of the serial-parallel integrator seems to be the best. Se-
rial mode structures proved to have advantages for appli-
cations that require small area usage with a short clock
cycle. They provide a reasonable response time even for
relatively large bit-widths on a very small area.

Parallel-parallel integrator is the fastest but is suitable
only for a special range of applications where the time cal-
culation is significant. The occupation is the highest but
can be decreased by using a chip which already contains
embeded dedicated multipliers. In this case, multipliers
do not have to be synthesized and chip slices can be used
for other block elements such as registers, multiplexers
and adders. However, the embedded hardware multipli-
ers are consumed very rapidly for bit-widths larger than
18 and furthermore, the number on a chip is limited.

There are very few studies that consider the design of
arithmetic operations in FPGAs. Text [1] compares the
results achieved when implementation of basic fixed-point
arithmetic units in FPGA.

Table 5 summarizes the FPGA hardware resource utiliza-
tion (slices occupation) of parallel system with 1, 2, 4, 8
and 16 integrators and 32-bit data with size. We can see
that parallel integrator (probably its parallel inputs and
outputs) is heavy on number of slices.

Table 5: FPGA chip occupation
Type of Number of ALU units
integrator 1 2 4 8 16
Parallel-parallel 25% 99% - - -
Serial-parallel 27% 37% 56% 95% -
Serial-serial 30% 33% 38% 50% 72%

6. Conclusions
Systems of homogenous linear differential equations, elec-
tronic circuits simulations, control systems, partial dif-
ferentials equations and systems of algebraic differential
equations are typical applications of parallel cooperations
of integrators. We can often observe that, if the func-
tions on the right-hand sides are of a particular type
frequently encountered in engineering applications, a se-
quence of substitutions can be found that transforms the
original system into a new system with polynomials on
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the right-hand sides. This is the main advantage of the
modification.

Analogue diagrams represent a very convenient tool for
describing parallel tasks. The idea of analogue princi-
ples is used in our Taylor series integrators. Actually, the
methodology is in fact SIMD parallel architecture. Two
main mathematical operations are required in the inte-
grators: multiplication and addition. As required math-
ematical operations and the communication can be done
by either serial or parallel way, the integrators can be
classified into following three categories: parallel-parallel,
serial-parallel and serial-serial. Serial mode structures
proved to have advantages for applications that require
small area usage with a short clock cycle. They provide
a reasonable response time even for relatively large bit-
widths on a very small area.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the problem of designing the op-
timal structure of most public service systems, which is
often formulated as the p-median problem. The real in-
stances of these problems are characterized by a consider-
ably big number of possible facility locations, which can
take the value of several thousands. Current exact ap-
proaches must face up to a big demand on computational
time, and they often fail when a large instance is being
solved. This paper is focused on the approximate ap-
proach based on specific model reformulation. It uses
the approximation of a common distance by some pre-
determined distances given by so-called dividing points.
The deployment of the dividing points influences the so-
lution accuracy. To improve this approach, we have de-
veloped a sequential method of dividing points deploy-
ment. Hereby, we study the accuracy of the suggested
method, using the upper and lower distance approxima-
tions in comparison to the saved computational time.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.1.6 [Optimization]: Integer Programming

Keywords
Public service system, large p-median problem, covering
formulation, approximate approach, sequential method,
lower and upper bound, XPRESS

1. Introduction
Large instances of the p-median problem and associated
solving approaches form a background of many public ser-
vice system design problems [13]. The family of public
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service systems includes medical emergency system [4],
[12], fire-brigade deployment, public administration sys-
tem [10] and many others, overall combinatorial problems,
where the quality criterion of the design takes into account
network distances. The public service system structure is
formed by the deployment of limited number of service
centers and the associated objective is to minimize social
costs, which are often proportional to distances from ser-
viced customers to the nearest source of provided service.
To obtain a good decision on service center location in any
serviced area, a mathematical model of the problem can
be formulated and some of mathematical programming
methods applied to get the optimal solution of the prob-
lem. Mathematical models of the public service system
design problem are often related to the p-median problem,
where the p-median problem is formulated as a task of
determination of at most p network nodes as facility loca-
tions, so that the sum of distances between each node and
the nearest located facility is minimal. With real prob-
lems, the number of serviced customers takes the value
of several thousands and the number of possible facility
locations can take this value as well [1]. For some integer
programming algorithms, the number of possible service
center locations seriously impacts the computational time
[11]. Nevertheless, the location-allocation models, which
have been commonly used to describe the location prob-
lems with the criterion including distances between ser-
viced customer and the nearest service center, constitute
such mathematical programming problems, which resist
to any attempt at fast solution.

Another way of the p-median problem representation by
means of mathematical programming uses so called radius
formulation [3], [5], [6]. This approach avoids assigning in-
dividual customers to some of the located facilities, and
it deals only with the information whether some facility
is or is not located in a given radius from the customer.
Mentioned approximate method has appeared in available
literature in two different versions. The first approach [5]
forms the particular finite system of radii for each cus-
tomer according to the distances from the customer to
possible facility locations. The second approach [8] dis-
cussed in this paper forms one common system of radii
based on so called dividing points, which are determined
in accordance to the estimated distance relevance. The
later approach leads to the model similar to the set cover-
ing problem, which is easy to solve even for large instances
by common optimization software tools. This approach
pays for shorter computational time or smaller computer
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memory demand by losing its accuracy. The accuracy can
be improved by a convenient determination of so called
dividing points, which are used in the problem reformu-
lation [8]. Hereby, we present a sequential approach to
the dividing points determination and we use them not
only for obtaining a good solution of the problem, but
also for gaining a good lower bound of the unknown opti-
mal solution. We demonstrate an impact of the sequential
approach to the accuracy and computational time in the
dissertation thesis. To solve the associated problems, we
use common optimization environment XPRESS. To de-
scribe the p-median problem on a network we denote J
a set of serviced nodes, similarly, we denote I a set of
possible service center locations. We use here only for-
mulation of the p-median problem, where it should be
determined at most p locations from the set I so that the
sum of network distances from each element of J to the
nearest located facility is minimal. The network distance
between a possible location i ∈ I and a customer j from
J is denoted as dij . The basic decisions in any solving
process of the p-median problem concern location of ser-
vice centers at network nodes from the set I. To model
these decisions at particular nodes, we introduce a zero-
one variable yi ∈ {0, 1}, which takes the value of 1, if a
facility should be located at the place i from I and it takes
the value of 0 otherwise. The p-median problem can be
formulated as follows:

Minimize F (y) =
∑

j∈J
min{dij : i ∈ I, yi = 1}

Subject to :
∑

i∈I
yi ≤ p, yi ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ I

(1)

Reminder of this paper follows the below scheme. Section
2 contains the location-allocation formulation of the p-
median problem. Section 3 comprises the approximate ap-
proach based on given sequence of dividing points, where
a covering model is used to obtain both lower and upper
bound of the optimal solution value together with a near-
optimal solution. Section 4 presents the dividing points
determination, which enables to minimize estimated de-
viation of the upper and lower bounds from the optimal
solution value. Section 5 introduces a dynamic approach
which adjusts distances between the dividing points and
improves the solution of the original problem step by step.
Section 6 reports on various mathematical definitions of
distance relevance which plays a very important role in
the process of dividing points deployment and it directly
influences the solution accuracy. The main goal of this pa-
per is to present different approaches based on a covering
formulation which have been studied in the dissertation
thesis.

2. Location-Allocation Approach
The above-formulated p-median problem can be modeled
using the following notation. Let the decision of service
center location at the place i ∈ I be modeled by a zero-
one variable yi ∈ {0, 1}, which takes the value of 1, if a
center is located at i and it takes the value of 0 otherwise.
In addition, the allocation variables zij ∈ {0, 1} for each
i ∈ I and j ∈ J are introduced to assign a customer j
to a possible location i by the value of one. Then the
location-allocation model can be formulated as follows:

Minimize
∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J
dijzij (2)

Subject to :
∑

i∈I
zij = 1 for j ∈ J (3)

zij ≤ yi for i ∈ I and j ∈ J (4)

∑

i∈I
yi ≤ p (5)

zij ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ I and j ∈ J (6)

yi ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ I (7)

In the above model, the allocation constraints (3) ensure
that each customer is assigned to exactly one possible
service center location. Link-up constraints (4) enable
to assign a customer to the possible location i only if the
service center is located at this location and the constraint
(5) bounds the number of located service centers.

The problem described by terms (2) - (7) can be rewritten
to a form acceptable by a modeler of integrated optimiza-
tion environment and solved by associated IP-solver. Due
to huge number of allocation variables zij , a commercial
software usually fails, when a very large instance of the
problem (2) - (7) is solved.

3. Radial Formulation of the p-Median Problem
Let us use the above introduced notation. As above, the
variable yi ∈ {0, 1} models the decision of service center
location at the place i ∈ I.

The keystone of the approximate approach consists of a
relaxation of the assignment of a service center to a cus-
tomer [8]. The distance between a customer and the near-
est facility is approximated unless the facility must be as-
signed. To obtain an upper approximation of the original
objective function value, the range of all possible distances
< 0,max{dij : i ∈ I, j ∈ J} > is partitioned into r + 1
zones. The zones are separated by a finite ascending se-
quence of m + 1 dividing points D0, D1, . . . , Dm chosen
from the sequence, where D0 = 0 and Dm = max{dij :
i ∈ I, j ∈ J}. The zone k corresponds with the interval
(Dk, Dk+1], the zone one corresponds with the interval
(D1, D2] and the r-th zone corresponds with the interval
(Dr, Dm]. The length of the k-th interval is denoted by
ek for k = 0, . . . , r.

In addition, auxiliary zero-one variables xjk for k = 0, . . . , r
are introduced. The variable xjk takes the value of 1, if
the distance of the customer j ∈ J from the nearest lo-
cated facility is greater than Dk and it takes the value of 0
otherwise. Then the expression e0xj0 +e1xj1 + · · ·+erxjr

constitutes an upper approximation of the distance dj∗
from the customer j to the nearest located facility. If
the distance dj∗ belongs to the interval (Dk, Dk+1], it is
estimated by the upper bound Dk+1.

Figure 1: Upper approximation of dj∗ using zone
widths ek and auxiliary variables xk. The upper
approximation of dj∗ is denoted by thick dotted
line at the top of figure.
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Similarly to the covering model, we introduce a zero-one
constant ak

ij for each triple [i, j, k] ∈ I × J × {0, . . . , r}.
The constant ak

ij is equal to 1, if the distance between
the customer j and the possible location i is less or equal
to Dk, otherwise ak

ij is equal to 0. Then a covering-type
model can be formulated as follows:

Minimize
∑

j∈J

r∑

k=0

ekxjk (8)

Subject to : xjk +
∑

i∈I
ak
ijyi ≥ 1

for j ∈ J and k = 0, . . . , r

(9)

∑

i∈I
yi ≤ p (10)

xjk ≥ 0 for j ∈ J and k = 0, . . . , r (11)

yi ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ I (12)

The objective function (8) gives the upper bound of the
sum of the original distances. The constraints (9) ensure
that the variables xjk are allowed to take the value of 0
if there is at least one center located in radius Dk from
the customer j. The constraint (10) limits the number of
located facilities by p.

To obtain a lower bound of the original problem optimal
solution, we realize that the interval (Dk, Dk+1] given by
a pair of succeeding dividing points contains exactly the

elements D1
k, D

2
k, . . . , D

r(k)
k of the sequence d0, d1, . . . , dm.

The elements are strictly greater than Dk and less than
Dk+1. If a distance d between a customer and a possible
service center location belongs to the interval (Dk, Dk+1],
then the maximum deviation of d from the lower estima-
tion Dk+1 is Dk+1 − D1

k. As the variable xjk from the
model (8) - (12) takes the value of 1 if the distance of the
customer j ∈ J from the nearest located facility is greater
than Dk and this variable takes the value of 0 otherwise,
we can redefine the zone coefficients ek in accordance to
e0 = D1

0 −D0 and ek = D1
k −D1

k−1 for each k = 1, . . . , r.
Then the expression e0xj0 + e1xj1 + · · · + erxjr consti-
tutes a lower approximation of dj∗, which corresponds to
the distance of the node j from the nearest located facility.

Figure 2: Lower approximation of dj∗ using zone
widths ek and auxiliary variables xk. The lower
approximation of dj∗ is denoted by thick dotted
line at the top of figure.

The optimal objective function value of the following prob-
lem gives the lower bound of the objective function value
of the original problem [7].

Minimize
∑

j∈J

r∑

k=0

ekxjk (13)

Subject to : (9)− (12)

Having solved both problems, the better of two obtained
solutions concerning the original objective function value
gives the resulting solution of this approach and the op-
timal value of (13) gives the lower bound of the unknown
optimal solution.Thus, this method allows evaluating the
maximal deviation of the approximate solution from the-
unknown optimal one.

As concern the formulated models, we can easily find that
the model (2) - (7) uses |I|∗(|J |+1) decision variables and
(|I|+1)∗|J |+1 constraints. The model (8) - (12) contains
|I|+(r+1)∗ |J | variables and (r+1)∗ |J |+1 constraints.
It follows, that if we want to keep the approximate model
at a moderate size, then the number r of the dividing
points must be in order less than the number of possible
locations.

4. Optimal Deployment of Dividing Points
The number r of dividing points D1, D2, . . . , Dr influences
the size of the covering model (8) - (12) as concerns either
the number of variables xjk or the number of constraints
(9). That is why the number r must be kept in a mediate
extent to achieve the resulting solution quickly enough.
On the other hand, the smaller the number of dividing
points is, the bigger inaccuracy afflicts the approximate
solution. Let us focus now on the problem of efficient
deployment of given number of dividing points in the set
of values d0 < d1 < · · · < dm. As before, let us denote
D0 = d0 and Dm = dm. Let the value dh have a fre-
quency Nh of its occurrence in the matrix {dij}. We start
from a hypothesis that the distance dh from the sequence
d0 < d1 < · · · < dm occurs in the resulting solution nh

times and that is why the deviation of this distance from
its approximation encumbers the total deviation propor-
tionally to nh.

The distance d between a customer and the nearest lo-
cated facility can be only estimated taking into account
that it belongs to the interval (Dk, Dk+1] containing only

values D1
k, . . . , D

r(k)
k of the sequence d0 < · · · < dm. Max-

imal deviation of the upper estimation Dk+1 from the ex-
act value d is Dk+1 − D1

k. If we were able to anticipate
a frequency nh of each dh in the unknown optimal solu-
tion, we could minimize the total deviation of the upper
approximation from the unknown optimal solution by de-
ployment of dividing points. The dividing points for the
upper approximation follow from the optimal solution of
the problem described by (14) - (18).

Minimize
m∑

t=1

t∑

h=1

(dt − dh)nhzht (14)

Subject to : z(h−1)t ≤ zht

for t = 2, . . . ,m and h = 2, . . . , t
(15)

m∑

t=h

zht = 1 for h = 1, . . . ,m (16)

m−1∑

t=1

ztt = r (17)

zht ∈ {0, 1} for t = 1, . . . ,m and h = 1, . . . , t (18)

If the distance dh belongs to the interval ending by a di-
viding point dt then the decision variable zht takes the
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value of 1. Link-up constraints (15) ensure that the dis-
tance dh−1 belongs to the interval ending with dt only if
each other distance between dh−1 and dt belongs to this
interval. Constraints (16) assure that each distance dh
belongs to some interval and the constraint (17) enables
only r dividing points. After the problem (14) - (18) is
solved, the nonzero values of ztt indicate the distances dt
which correspond with dividing points.

Similar approach can be used to obtain an efficient de-
ployment of dividing points to determine a good lower
bound of the optimal solution of the original problem [7].
Nevertheless, several differences in the way of the approx-
imation must be taken into account. When a lower bound
is computed, the expression e0xj0 + e1xj1 + · · ·+ erxjr is
used as a lower approximation of dj∗. Here e0 = D1

0 −D0

and ek = D1
k+1 − D1

k for k = 1, . . . , r. If a relevancy nh

of each dh is given, we could minimize the total deviation
of the lower approximation from the unknown optimal
solution in a similar way as in the case of the upper ap-
proximation. The dividing points for the lower distance
approximation can be obtained from the optimal solution
of the problem (19) - (23).

Minimize

m−1∑

t=0

m−1∑

h=t

(dh+1 − dt+1)nh+1zth (19)

Subject to : zt(h+1) ≤ zth

for t = 0, . . . ,m− 1 and h = t, . . . ,m− 1
(20)

h∑

t=0

zth = 1 for h = 0, . . . ,m− 1 (21)

m−1∑

t=1

ztt = r (22)

zth ∈ {0, 1}
for t = 0, . . . ,m− 1 and h = t, . . . ,m

(23)

On the contrary to the upper bound model, it holds here,
that if the distance dh belongs to the interval starting with
a possible dividing point dt then the decision variable zth
takes the value of 1. Link-up constraints (20) ensure that
the distance dh+1 can belong to the interval starting with
dt only if each distance between dh+1 and dt belongs to
this interval. Constraints (21) assure that each distance
dh belongs to some interval and the constraint (22) en-
ables that only r dividing points will be chosen. After
the problem (19) - (23) is solved, the nonzero values of
ztt indicate the distances which correspond with dividing
points for the lower bounding process.

5. Sequential Approach
The static approach [8] to the dividing points determi-
nation comes out from the estimated frequencies nh of
each dh in the unknown optimal solution. It is necessary
to take into account, that the mentioned sequence Nh of
occurrence frequencies does not provide us the informa-
tion, because it reports only on the elements contained in
the matrix {dij}. We start here from the hypothesis that
the frequency nh of dh may be proportional to Nh and to
some weight, which decreases with the increasing value of
dh. We formulate this hypothesis in the form of (24).

nh = Nhe
−dh
T (24)

In this expression, T is a positive parameter and Nh is the
mentioned occurrence frequency, where only |I| − p + 1
smallest distances of each matrix column are included.
After the frequency determination, models (14) - (18) and
also (19) - (23) are used to obtain the series of dividing
points for the upper and lower bound respectively. Then
the models (8) - (12) and (13), (9) - (12) are used to obtain
the upper and lower bounds and the associated resulting
solution of the original problem.

To the contrary with the static approach, the presented
sequential improvement of the relevancies nh is based on
the idea of making the estimation of the individual dis-
tance dh relevancy more accurate. The distance relevancy
here also means a measure of our expectation that this dis-
tance value is the distance between a customer and the
nearest located service center but this estimation is im-
proved step by step by the following algorithm, which can
be used either for the lower or upper bound determina-
tion. The input of the algorithm consists of the matrix
{dij}, the sequence d0 < · · · < dm and the associated se-
quence of the frequencies Nh for h = 0, . . . ,m, and the
number p of centers, which are to be located. Further pa-
rameters T and r of the algorithm must be given, where T
is the shaping parameter and r is the number of the divid-
ing points. The upper bound algorithm can be described
by the following steps:

1. Determine the initial values of the relevancies nh

according to (24).

2. Compute the sequence of the dividing points by
solving the problem (13)-(17).

3. Using the sequence of the dividing points, determine
the constants ak

ij and ek and solve the covering prob-
lem (7)-(11) to the optimality, to obtain the optimal
values of the location variables y. Determine the
value of the original objective function according to
(25), and update the best found solution.

4. If the stopping rule is met, terminate, otherwise go
to Step 5.

5. Determine the set I1 of the active rows according
to I1 = {i ∈ I : yi = 1}. Update the relevancies
nh so that each column of the matrix {dij} is pro-
cessed and only minimal value over the active rows
is included into the set of the relevant distances and
their occurrence frequencies. Go to Step 2.

∑

j∈J
min{dij : i ∈ I, yi = 1} (25)

The above algorithm can be converted to the lower bound
algorithm by replacing the model (13)-(17) in Step 2 by
the model (18)-(22) and by replacing the model (8)-(12)
in Step 3 with the model (13), (9)-(12).

The effectiveness of the suggested algorithm, and also the
time necessary to find the resulting solution both depend
on the criteria of terminating the iteration process. The
easiest way consists of the basic condition that the com-
puting process is to be stopped whenever no better so-
lution of the original problem is obtained. Since the se-
quential method may perform too much iteration with
very little improvement of the objective function value, we
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suggest limiting the number of the performed iterations.
In the dissertation thesis, we study some additional rules
that make the algorithm less time-consuming.

The above algorithm starts with an initial relevancy es-
timation described in the previous section, and computes
relevancies nh in accordance to the hypothesis formalized
by the expression (24). Having obtained the first opti-
mal solution of the covering model following the dividing
points deployed according to the initial relevancies, the
algorithm updates the relevancies. For this purpose, a set
of active matrix rows is defined so that the i-th row of the
matrix {dij}, is denoted as active, if the location variable
yi of the problem (8)-(12) is equal to one. Then each col-
umn j of this matrix is processed, the minimal value over
the active rows is included into the set of the relevant dis-
tances, and the associated frequency is increased. Thus a
new sequence of the distance frequencies nh is obtained.
These new frequencies are used in the next iteration of the
algorithm. This process can be repeated as long as better
solution of the original problem keeps being obtained, or
until the used stopping criterion is met.

6. Distance Relevance
This chapter deals with the fundamental problem of divid-
ing points deployment, which consists in the distance rel-
evance estimation. The distance value relevance expresses
the strength of our expectation that the distance belongs
to the optimal solution of the p-median problem. There
are several ways to express the distance value relevance
using mathematical relations. In previous works [6], [7]
we based our research on the idea that the distance value
relevance dropps exponentially with the distance value.
In the dissertation thesis we base our approach to the rel-
evance estimation on so called column ranking, where not
only value but also the order of the distance is taken into
account. We suggest the formulation of the ranking rele-
vance and study the influence of the associated dividing
point deployment on the effectiveness of the approximate
approach.

The former approach to the estimation of the relevance
follows the hypothesis that the relevance decreases expo-
nentially with the increasing distance value [8]. The hy-
pothesis can be mathematically expressed by (24), where
T is a positive parameter and Nh is the above-mentioned
dh occurrence frequency in the matrix {dij}. Hereby, we
present a new approach to the relevance, where the col-
umn ranking evaluation Lts

j (dij) of the distance dij is used
to define the relevance nh according to

nh = Ltsh =
∑

j∈J

∑

i∈I
dij=dh

Lts
j (dij) (26)

The linear column ranking function Lts
j (dij) is defined as

follows: let Pj(dij) be the position of dij in the ascending
sequence of the j-th column items of the distance ma-
trix {dij} and let a denote the cardinality of I. Then
Lts

j (dij) = a + s ∗ (1 − Pj(dij)) for Pj(dij) < a + 1 − t
and Lts

j (dij) = 0 otherwise. The parameters t and s rep-
resent a threshold and a step respectively. The threshold
influences the number of t − 1 largest distances of the
j-th column, which are not taken into account, and the
step gives the difference between the contributions of the
k-th and k − 1th item of the ascending sequence of the
j-th column items. The parameter t can vary over the
range [p..a− 1] of integers, and the step s can take values

from the interval [0, a/(a− t)]. At the end of this section
we introduce the third approach to the relevance, which
combines both exponential and ranking approaches. The
associated relevance nh is defined in accordance with (27).

nh = Ltshe
−dh
T (27)

Various approaches to the distance relevance estimation
have been studied and compared within the dissertation
thesis. This topic presents a very interesting area which
will become a subject of future possible research.

The dissertation thesis contains also a big portion of nu-
merical results that prove the usefullness of suggested ap-
proaches based on the set covering formulation. The main
goal of the numerical comparison was to find appropriate
settings of different parameters which influence the so-
lution accuracy of concrete instances. The test problems
were taken from commonly used benchmark libraries used
in available literature. The aim of this paper is not to
present all the numerical results, but to give an overview
of suggested principles and to describe the studied re-
search field.

7. Summary
Designing a public service system, including medical emer-
gency system, fire-brigade deployment, public adminis-
tration system and many others, can often bring along
some overall combinatorial problems concerning the sys-
tem structure. The public service system structure is
formed by the deployment of the limited number of service
centers, and the associated objective is to minimize social
costs, which are proportional to the distances from ser-
viced objects to the nearest source of the provided service.
The mathematical models of the public service system de-
sign problem are often related to the p-median problem,
which is formulated as the task of the determination of
most p network nodes as facility locations, so that the
sum of the distances between each node and the near-
est located facility is minimal. With real problems, the
number of serviced customers takes the value of several
thousands, and the number of possible facility locations
can take this value as well. The number of possible ser-
vice center locations seriously impacts the computational
time. To obtain a good decision on a facility location in
any serviced area, the mathematical model of the problem
can be formulated, and some of mathematical program-
ming methods can be applied to find an optimal solution.
The location-allocation model constitutes a mathematical
programming problem which resists any attempt at a fast
solution.

In the disserttiomn thesis, we deal with annother way of
the p-median problem representation by means of math-
ematical programming, which uses so called radius for-
mulation. This approach avoids assigning individual cus-
tomers to some of the located facilities, and it deals only
with the information whether some facility is or is not
located in a given radius from the customer. The later
approach leads to the model similar to the set covering
problem, which is easy to solve even for large instances
by common optimization software tools. This approach
pays for shorter computational time or smaller computer
memory demand by losing its accuracy. The accuracy
can be improved by some convenient determination of so
called dividing points which are used in the problem refor-
mulation. The dividing points can be determined so that
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the expected deviation is minimized and the deviation is
expressed using so called distance value relevance.

The distance value relevance expresses the strength of ex-
pectation that the distance belongs to the optimal solu-
tion of the p-median problem. There are several ways to
express the distance value relevance. In previous works
we based our research on the idea that the distance value
relevance dropped exponentially with the distance value.
In the dissertation thesis we base our approach to the rel-
evance estimation on so called column ranking, where not
only value but also the order of the distance is taken into
account. We suggest the formulation of the relevance and
study its influence of the associated dividing point deploy-
ment on the effectiveness of the approximate approach.

As a complementary algorithm used for making the cover-
ing method more accurate we have suggested a sequential
approach to the dividing points determination, and we
use them not only to obtain a good solution of the prob-
lem but also to gain lower bound of the unknown optimal
solution. We demonstrate the impact of the sequential ap-
proach to the accuracy and computational time. We have
performed the numerical comparison of the suggested ap-
proximate method to the location-allocation approach.
To solve the associated problems, we use the common
optimization environment XPRESS.

Suggested methods proved to be very efficient as far as
the accuracy is concerned, when solving the instance up
to one thousand customers or middle and larger instances
originated from real transportation networks. Therefore,
we can conclude that the proposed method is a suitable
complement to the state-of-the-art methods. The main
contribution of the suggested approach lies in its sim-
ple implementation without the necessity of programming
several algorithms. Just two different models are enough
to obtain a good solution in a short time. Furthermore,
common software tools can be used instead of special ones.

Further research connected with the suggested dynamical
approach will be focused on the initial stage of the ap-
proach, where we found a possibility of making the com-
putational process more efficient by a suitable adjustment
of the mentioned parameter T .
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Abstract
The subject of this work is the area of multiagent and mul-
tirobot systems focusing on their behaviour in the field of
terrain exploration. The main goal is to design the mul-
tirobot system which is able to complete exploration task
with the possibility of any robot failure. The proposed
techniques consider the inaccuracies and errors arising in
the system. In paper is described the design, as well as
the verification of marking coverage algorithm with short-
ened return for speeding up of enviroment coverage. The
next part verifies behaviour of multirobot system with use
of diferent level of information fusion. Created conclu-
sions about system composition and the way of coopera-
tive information processing provides basic starting points
for experiments, that verify cooperative behaviour of mul-
tirobot system and its resistance against inaccuracies and
failures of robots. The task was experimentally verified
on target localization during the exploration, while for er-
ror estimation the theory of probabilistic robotics is used.
The errors were suppressed using technique of coopera-
tion, Extended Kalman filter (EKF), Particle filter (PF)
and Particle filter with weighting. Experiments were per-
formed on static and also mobile system.
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1. Introduction
The use of robotics in terrain exploration task is standard
task, though designed algorithms are often built only for
single agent solution. Some algorithms can be used only in
testbed experiments, the others can be used only in known
terrain. Latest algorithms serve for shortering of time
coverage with usage of reactive robots and are capable of
covering unknown terrain. Their simplicity is their big
advantage, however the speed of whole covering process
is still not optimal. Therefore one of the task is to create
such an algorithm, which can be used by a group of robots,
which shortens the time of exploration and at the same
time can be robust in case of any agent failure.

One of the advantages of multiagent systems is effective
utilization of computing performance. System, which is
capable of cooperation, can processes available informa-
tion with higher accuracy thanks to its resources. So one
of the tasks is to verify how the amount of resources and
the level of parallelism in multirobot system can affect the
quality of solution, and also how the previous factors are
affecting the communication requirements.

The process of searching and also the precise localization
of target is suitable task for usage of fault-tolerant mul-
tirobot system. It is expected that in target localization
task it will be possible to suppress the failures not just
using the collective task accomplishment. The goal is to
find appropriate technique which results will be compa-
rable with already applicated methods. It is necessary to
point on the fact that the usage of multirobot systems can
not just suppress the failures arising in system, but it is
also robust for possible failure of any system element.

After the application of proposed suggestions, the result
will be fault-tolerant multirobot system for exploration
tasks.

2. Matematical Model of MRS in exploration
task

Proposed macroscopic model of multirobot system for ter-
rain exploration which consider the failure possibility, is
described here. This model comes from mathematical
modeling of swarm robotics [5, 6].

In Figure 1 is depicted model of multirobot system for
terrain exploration where Se - state of exploration (cov-
erage and target searching), St - state of announcing the
target finding and its position, Sf - state of robot failure,
pt - probability that the target was found, pft - probabil-
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Figure 1: Model of MRS for terrain exploration

ity of robot failure in announcing state, pfe - probability
of robot failure in exploration state, tt is time used for
announcing the target position, Ne is number of robots
in exploration state and the number is changing in time
according to relation:

Ne(k+1) = Ne(k)−pt.Ne(k)−pfe.Ne(k)+pt.Ne(k− tt),
(1)

Nf is number of robots in failure state and their amount
is changing according to relation:

Nf (k + 1) = Nf (k) + pfe.Ne(k) + pft.Nt(k) (2)

and Nt is number of robots in announcing state and it is
changing according to relation:

Nt(k + 1) = N0 −Ne(k + 1)−Nf (k + 1), (3)

where N0 is total number of robots in multirobot system
for terain exploration and it stands:

Ne(k) = Nt(k) = Nf (k) = 0, k < 0. (4)

Index k is time index corresponding to continuous time

tk, Tk−1
∆
= tk − tk−1.

Let N(k) = [Ne(k) Nt(k) Nf (k)]T , then in initial state
are all the robots are in exploration state, so:

N(0) = [Ne(0) Nt(0) Nf (0)]T = [N0 0 0]T . (5)

It is good to note, that the failure state is permanent in
this model and the failed robots stays in this state for all
the time:

N∗
e = lim

k→∞
Ne(k) = 0 (6)

N∗
t = lim

k→∞
Nt(k) = 0

N∗
f = lim

k→∞
Nf (k) = N0

N∗ =
[
N∗

e N∗
t N∗

f

]T
= [0 0 N0]

T

where N∗(k) = lim
k→∞

N(k).

3. Marking Coverage Algorithm with Shortened
Return

The task of terrain exploration is one of the array where
the multiagent system is used very often. But recent al-
gorithms are usually design for known terrain or robots
are using complex devices for exploration.

Proposed algorithm comes from Spanning Tree Covering
(STC) [1, 9]. The aim of algorithm is to reduce number
of robots steps.

3.1 Principles of algorithm
The aim of robots is to cover whole terrain together. Ter-
rain is divides into square cells and their size is dependent
of used sensor:

w < d < rsensor, (7)

where w width of robot, d is size of the cell and rsensor is
sensor range.

Robot used marks during the covering:

• visited - cell which robot covered already,

• occupied - cell is occupied by obstacle or it was cov-
ered by other robot,

• viewed - cell is without obstacle, robot saw this cell
during the coverage but it does not cover it,

Robot used in its coverage the left hand rule. Thanks to
this algorithm, after first round is able to know, how many
cells is in the terrain. Principle of algorithm is described
in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Marking coverage algorithm with short-
ened return
1: Check if this cell has mark. If not and there is no

obstacle, mark this cell with sequential number - first
visited cell number is 1, etc. Inform other robots.

2: Mark the 4 adjacent cells:

• if you have never been there and there is no vis-
ible obstacle - mark as viewed cell,

• if there is an obstacle and is not possible to go
there, set as occupied,

• if the cell was visited before, do not change the
mark.

3: Choose the viewed cell as the next cell in this order
- at first left cell, then the cell in front of you, then
right cell and then go back.

4: If none of the adjacent cell is not only viewed, check,
how many cells were only viewed. If none of the cell
has the mark viewed, choose as the next cell the cell
with the lowest mark number. Otherwise choose the
cell with lower number than your current cell has.

5: If you are at visited cell No. 1 stop; otherwise go to
step 1.

If we assume that shortened return is possible only when
every cell has mark visited or occupied, algorithm is sim-
ilar to STC algorithm, according to return path. But if
we know information about the terrain characteristics, it
is possible to shorten the return. Coefficient cenv is set
according to terrain complexity and it tell about percent-
age of that cells that can be inaccessible because of the
obstacles. If the number of unknown cells does not reach
the percentage bigger than cenv, shortened return can be
used.

3.2 Experimental results
Experiments was made in multirobot simulation system
called Player/Stage [3]. This system is able to simulate
also the errors and inaccuracy of robots, so the simulation
is similar to real robot behaviour. So in case, where is
need to turn robot for 90◦, coverage of this cell lasts for
2 basic steps, in case of turn for 180◦, it lasts for 3 basic
steps. Coefficient of terrain complexity is set to 0.04.
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Table 1: One robot terrain covering
Whole number of cells: 256 , number of occupied cells: 86

Agent No. of covered cells No. of steps in shortened return No. of steps from start to return

A1 166 41 275

Table 2: Two agent terrain coverage
Whole number of cells: 256 , Number of occupied cells: 86

Agent No. of covered cells No. of steps in shortened return No. of steps from start to return

A1 93 49

A2 72 60

Together 162 161

Algorithm was tested on terrain exploration with one robot.
Explorated terrain is depicted in Figure 2 (a). Terrain is
devided into square cells and some of them are with ob-
stacles.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Terrain and simulation of covering by
(a) one agent, (b) by two agents

Final number of steps for terrain covering with one robot
is depicted in Table 1.

Terrain for experiments with two homogeneous robots is
the same as in one robot coverage (Figure 2 (b)). Agents
start from the same cell. Agents made marks and accord-
ing to them were made the spanning trees - Figure 3 (a).
From this figure is obvious that agents covered whole ter-
rain. Cell with mark Š is starting cell, cell Pi is the last
cell covered with i-th agent.

In Figure 3 (b) is depicted shortened return of both agents.
Both agents used also the cells covered with other agent
for shortened return. Experiment evaluation in the way
of number of steps is in Table 2.

Despite of similarity of algorithm, there is no problem
to assure the robustness of the system. In case, when
som agent fail, it stops to send information about terrain
coverage and its task is made with other agents.

At the end of the Table 2 is show summarization for the
whole multiagent system. There is written the number
of steps from robot with longer coverage. In comparison
with Table 1, whole number of basic steps is decreased
from 275 na 161, which is improvement of 41,5 %.

4. Information Fusion in Multirobot System
One of the suspected advantage of using multirobot sys-
tem is to increase the quality of solution. In that case is

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Coverage spanning trees made by
two agents, (b) shortened returns of robots after
coverage

system used often in tasks, where all the system element
jointly sense information from environment and they eval-
uate it cooperatively. Quality of solution is dependent not
only on the number of elements in systems, but also level
of information fusion.

Use of different level of information fusion was experimen-
tally verified on command classification task. The goal of
the system is to sense the commands with robots and
then to recognize it. For recognition a simple algorithm
with low computational complexity is used. The aim of
this task is to improve quality of recognition, but also to
decrease the demands on communication subsystem.

Figure 4: Multirobot system for command recog-
nition task

In Figure 4 is depicted MRS for command recognition,
where individual robots are assigned as MRk, k repre-
sents number of robot and dk represents the distance of
k-th robot from the speaker. Suppose the acoustic signal,
received by the sensors of individual robots, is:

Sk(t) = akx(t− τk) + ek(t), (8)
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where ak is a parameter, which expresses the attenuation
of signal generated by the speaker and it is dependent
on the distance between the sensor and the speaker dk,
τk is time delay of acoustic signal on the way between
the sensor of k-th robot and the speaker, ek(t) is white
Gaussian noise interference, with zero mean value, ek(t) =
N(0, σ).

Active robot (AR) is robot which identifies the speech’s
beginning.

Principle of command recognition algorithm is described
in [7]. Result of the whole process of recognition is cep-
stral coefficients vector. Each new-sensed vector of acous-
tic signal goes through recognition process and its cepstral
coefficients vector is compared according to Euclidean dis-
tance with vector from reference group. The smallest
Euclidean distance determines the biggest similarity with
corresponding command from reference group. Euclidean
distance is given by the Pythagorean theorem.

In experiments the sampling frequency of 16 kHz was
used in resolution of 12 bits. After identification of be-
ginning of speech, each robot obtain 16384 samples, it is
1024 ms. In reference group, there is 5 commands: ”back”,
”go”, ”left”, ”right” and ”stop”.

Despite the information fusion was software tested, in de-
sign the hardware restrictions of multirobot system Georges
were take into account [8].

4.1 Experimental results
Experiments of command recognition with different level
of information fusion was made on MRS with changing
number of active robots. In testing the value of signal-to-
noise ratio was changing. The goal is to point out, how the
selection of proper level of information fusion can increase
the reliability of classification.

4.1.1 Data fusion
Data fusion (scenario 1 ) was first tested level of informa-
tion fusion. Used MRS has centralized architecture and
it is focused on robot computational cost reduction. Sys-
tem is composed of M robots evenly distributed within
the area and one - reference robot (RR) evaluates the
command for the whole system. Data fusion puts high
requirements on the communication subsystem, due to
amount of the transmitted data form RR to other partic-
ipants and vice versa.

As it is visible from Table 3, Euclidean distances between
pronounced command and correct element from reference
group decreases with increasing number of active robots
in system. According to expectations, data fusion en-
sures that recognition is more reliable, when the signal
was sensed with higher number of robots.

A load distribution during the classification is uneven,
which results from a centralized system architecture. There
is however a reduction of computational requirements for
individual robots and the transfer of the requirements to
RR.

Dependence of Euclidean distance from number of robots
and also from the level of noise is better visible on the
graph shown in Figure 5. The experiments were made
while spoken the ”go” command.

Table 3: Euclidean distances obtained while
recording of signal by (a) two (b) four active
robots; data fusion

(a)

Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 2 active robots

Pronounced command EB EG EL ER ES

”back” 2 2349 1127 1981 1025

”go” 2359 12 2051 2126 2447

”left” 1131 2053 0 1610 941

”right” 1972 2106 1604 5 1402

”stop” 1033 2433 940 1409 0

(b)

Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 4 active robots

Pronounced command EB EG EL ER ES

”back” 0 2350 1128 1977 1021

”go” 2364 6 2056 2117 2446

”left” 1127 2055 0 1612 942

”right” 1977 2110 1607 2 1398

”stop” 1032 2431 941 1407 0

Figure 5: Graph of dependencies of Euclidean dis-
tances from number of the robots and noise level

4.1.2 Feature Fusion
For feature fusion, MRS with centralized architecture was
used. The goal is to decrease the requirements on com-
munication subsystem.

Each active robot is capable of recording and processing of
audio signal into the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients.
So it obtains vector 256 x 12 bits. Each robot then trans-
mits obtained data to reference robot in defined time slot
(Time Division Multiple Access is used)(scenario 2 ).

Used fusion can be modified in that way that Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients vector is compared by Euclidean dis-
tance with coefficients from reference group. The calcu-
lated vector of distances is transmitted by each robot to
RR - scenario 3.

Results for feature fusion are presented in Table 4. It is
obvious, that also in this scenario Euclidean distance be-
tween pronounced command and corresponding reference
command decreases with increasing number of robots and
decreasing level of noise.

Compared to previous scenario, there has been an increase
of computational requirements on the individual robots.
Such a system has thus more even load distribution be-
tween individual elements of the system. The role of the
final decision is however still in the hands of RR.

In case of scenario 3, robots send to RR calculated Eu-
clidean distances, not cepstral coefficients. The main dif-
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Table 4: Euclidean distances obtained while
recording of signal by (a) two (b) four active
robots; feature fusion

(a)

Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 2 active robots

Pronounced command EB EG EL ER ES

”back” 4,5 2352 1126,5 1980,5 1023,5

”go” 2367,5 27 2059 2127,5 2451,5

”left” 1134 2054,5 1,5 1611 939

”right” 1976,5 2101,5 1605 5,5 1402

”stop” 1031,5 2431 939,5 1406 0

(b)

Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 4 active robots

Pronounced command EB EG EL ER ES

”back” 3,25 2350,5 1124,25 1978,25 1021

”go” 2365,25 28,25 2060,25 2123 2450,25

”left” 1132,25 2052,5 1,5 1610,75 942

”right” 1975,75 2107,75 1605,5 4,5 1401

”stop” 1030,75 2430,5 940,25 1407,75 0

Euclidean distances; SNR = 7 dB, 4 active robots

Pronounced command EB EG EL ER ES

”back” 63,75 2328,25 1125,75 1974,5 1042,5

”go” 2389,75 322 2069,75 2090,25 2377,75

”left” 1142 2042,25 52,75 1606,75 942

”right” 1961 2076 1598 78,75 1404

”stop” 1029 2421,75 936,25 1409,75 9,5

ference from scenario 2 is therefore only an increase of
the level of distributed data processing and the reduction
of communication subsystem load. Though at the same
time, there are imposed higher requirements on memory
subsystem of the robots. Nevertheless, the results were
the same as was mentioned in Table 4.

4.1.3 Decisions Fusion
Decisions fusion (scenario 4 ) is focused on total decrease
of communication requirements and uniform computa-
tional load of individual robots. In this case each robot
computes Euclidean distance between sensed acoustic sig-
nal Sk(t) and reference group, choose the command with
the smallest Euclidean distance and sends the decision to
RR.

Considering that using the given algorithm all robots
achieved the right decision, Euclidean distances in the ta-
bles for scenario 4 should match with tables for scenario
2 and 3. The way how can be this scenario modified, is
the exclusion of the results of that robot, which achieved
the highest Euclidean distance in its decision about the
best fit spoken command. Thus achieved results can be
seen in the Table 5.

In this case was the computational load of individual
robots relatively uniform.

4.2 Evaluation of experiments
In each scenario, the same acoustic signals were used, so
the scenarios can be compared in conclusion.

From the graph in figure 6 it is obvious, how the increasing
SNR influences the accuracy of classification, which is rep-
resented by Euclidean distance of cepstral coefficients vec-
tor between reference and tested pronounced command.
Scenarios comparison is based on the results for signal
recording by four AR. Graph in Figure 6 documents the
result, that the lowest Euclidian distance was reached in

Table 5: Euclidean distances obtained while
recording of signal by (a) two, (b) four active
robots; decisions fusion

(a)

Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 2 active robots

Pronounced command EB EG EL ER ES

”back” 4 2349 1128 1982 1020

”go” 2379 16 2066 2133 2460

”left” 1131 2058 1 1615 941

”right” 1972 2100 1603 5 1400

”stop” 1030 2432 940 1407 0

(b)

Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 4 active robots

Pronounced command EB EG EL ER ES

”back” 2,67 2349 1124 1978 1019

”go” 2368,33 25 2063 2123,33 2452,67

”left” 1132 2053,33 1,33 1610,67 941

”right” 1976 2104,67 1606,67 4 1401

”stop” 1030 2430,67 940,67 1408,67 0

Figure 6: Scenarios comparison when using vari-
ous SNR

the scenario 1. With the decreasing SNR is this fact visi-
ble more expressively.

Figure 7: Load of communication subsystem

Different approaches can be compared also in terms of
communication subsystem load. In Figure 7 is shown the
load when one active robot sends necessary data to RR
with using five model commands. Communication sub-
system load in this case is independent from noise level.

From the results it is obvious, that scenario 1, which
reaches the best results in recognition, burdens the com-
munication subsystem the most from given scenarios. Val-
uation of other scenarios is also possible to read from the
graphs in the Figure 6 and 7. To select the appropriate
scenario it is necessary to consider the solution reliability,
distributed data processing level, requirements for mem-
ory subsystem of robots and also communication subsys-
tem requirements.
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5. Target Localization with Multirobot System
With Suppressing Measurement Error

Target localization consists of characteristic measurement
evaluation (radioactivity, temperature etc.) that it is pos-
sible to set place of source. In this part, the static target
is localized. Concerning errors, which arises in system, in
position measurement is possible failure of robot.

Task of target T localization by group of robots Rj , j =
1, ..., n in time period k is depicted in Figure 8. Each

robot provides measurement z
(Rj)

k of target position, uses

it for its own estimation of target position x
(Rj)

k . This
estimation is then sent for collectively evaluation to ref-
erence robot. In figure, the reference robot is R1.

Figure 8: Target localization task with use of mul-
tirobot system

Experiments made for verification of reliability and pre-
cision of multirobot system was generated for static and
also mobile system. So closing to jointly estimated posi-
tion of target is expanded technique for suppressing the
system error.

For the both system were used several techniques for sup-
pressing error - Extended Kalman filter, Particle filter and
combination of Particle filter and weighting of partial es-
timations. Expected errors in localization task are inac-
curacy due to sensor characteristics and the environment
noise. At the same time the failure of robots is considering
in system.

According to results from previous part, system consists
of homogeneous robots and for jointly evaluation the de-
cisions fusion is used, so the requirements on communi-
cation subsystem are the smallest and the computational
load of the robots is relatively uniform.

Suppose that robots knows their initial position. Then
the target position can be evaluated according to sensor
measurement. Define the vector of robots positions R =
{Rj , j = 1, ..., n} where j is robot number and n is the
number of robots. Each robot estimates the position of
target as:

x
(Rj)

k = (r
(Rj)

k α
(Rj)

k ). (9)

It means that target position is determined by the dis-

tance between target and j−th robot r
(Rj)

k , and the angle

between target and robot α
(Rj)

k ; k is corresponding to the
continuous time tk.

The jointly estimated position of target

Test
k = (x

(T est)
k y

(T est)
k ) (10)

and then the position of j − th robot

(Rj)k = (x
(Rj)

k y
(Rj)

k ) (11)

are expressed by two coordinates in Cartesian coordinate
system.

Note that measurements from sensors have form of mea-
surement vector:

z
(Rj)

k = (z(r(Rj))k z(α(Rj))k). (12)

Robots independently localize position of the target using
its sensors (algorithm 2). Their estimations are evaluated
centrally in reference robot, where the jointly estimation
is evaluated. Reference robot compute the target position
according to algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2 Target localization - part for each j − th
robot of MRS
1: k ← 1;
2: set your new position;

3: make new measurement of target position z
(Rj)

k (12);
4: (use filtering;)

5: send x
(Rj)

k to central point;
6: k ← k + 1;
7: go to step 2;

Algorithm 3 Target localization by multirobot system -
reference robot
1: k ← 1;
2: make n-angle with the estimated position as vertices;
3: compute the centre Test

k of this n-angle;
4: k = k + 1;
5: go to step 2;

For the needs of method evaluation, the real position of
target was used:

Treal = (x(T real) y(T real)). (13)

Error size, which is used for evaluation and comparison
of algorithm (in graphs is marked as err), was set as:

err = |Treal −Test
k |

=

√(
x(T real) − x

(T est)
k

)2

+
(
y(T real) − y

(T est)
k

)2

;

(14)

A noise, which occurs on sensors that localize target, has
normalized normal probability distribution N(0,1) and the
matrix of measurement noise goes from real characteris-
tics of ultrasonic sensor SRF08:

Rk =

[
0, 4 0
0 0, 131

]
. (15)

Simulation of multirobot system in target localization task
was performed in Mobile Robot Programming Toolkit
(MRPT) [2].

5.1 Suppression of error using cooperation
When the target is searching by stationary robots, the
group of robots can be considered as wireless sensor net-
work (WSN). Many different errors, that occur in the sys-
tem, are suppressed only using joint calculation. As can
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be seen from graph in Figure 9 (a), with rising number of
robots it comes to more balanced elimination of error and
the progress graph of estimation error reaches smother
behaviour.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Dependency of estimation error size ac-
cording to amount: (a) static robots, (b) mobile
robots; use of cooperation

In case of mobile robots, their position changes in every
step according to relation:

(Rj)k =





x
(Rj)

k−1 + cos(α
(Rj)

k−1 ).K, for x
(Rj)

k−1 < x
(T est)
k−1

x
(Rj)

k−1 − cos(α
(Rj)

k−1 ).K, for x
(Rj)

k−1 ≥ x
(T est)
k−1 ,

y
(Rj)

k−1 + sin(α
(Rj)

k−1 ).K, for y
(Rj)

k−1 < y
(T est)
k−1

y
(Rj)

k−1 − sin(α
(Rj)

k−1 ).K, for y
(Rj)

k−1 ≥ y
(T est)
k−1 ,

(16)

So new position of robot depends on previous position of
robot, on jointly estimated position of target and from
the size of step of robot K. The size of step in the tests
was set to 0.05 m.

All the tests were conducted similarly as in the case of
static robots. The measurement error was in this case at
the same time suppressed by nearing of robots to the goal.
Also in case of graph in Figure picture 9 (b) it is obvious,
that with rising amount of active robots, the estimation
error of position is decreasing.

For better comparison, Table 6 was created, which con-
tains arithmetic average, median and error variance with
different amount of active elements. It is obvious that the
less values of statistical file characteristics are occurred,
the more accurate is the target position estimation.

Comparing the both Tables 6 (a) and (b) it can be con-
cluded that the value of all characteristics of statistic file
is decreasing with rising amount of robots. In case of
Table (a) there was best result achieved by the highest
amount of active elements. In case of mobile robots there

Table 6: Means and measurement error variance
in target locating task in MRS with different num-
ber of robots without using filter; (a) static robots,
(b) mobile robots

(a)

No. of robots err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

1 0,60373 0,51197 0,21385

2 0,45894 0,41012 0,0687

3 0,39796 0,35239 0,05272

4 0,34746 0,32467 0,03774

5 0,33936 0,28177 0,04420

6 0,28007 0,27785 0,02007

7 0,25783 0,2233 0,01927

8 0,25769 0,25448 0,01345

9 0,26406 0,25300 0,01396

10 0,22189 0,20244 0,0135

(b)

No. of robots err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

1 0,47849 0,38283 0,12090

2 0,32258 0,26346 0,06227

3 0,27550 0,22727 0,03428

4 0,22639 0,17089 0,02382

5 0,19803 0,15882 0,02046

6 0,19800 0,17748 0,01698

7 0,17825 0,16244 0,01236

8 0,16041 0,15175 0,00802

9 0,15473 0,13269 0,00872

10 0,15875 0,14188 0,00881

occurred heteroclitic state, when was the accuracy of cal-
culation higher with less amount of robots. The system
in this case reached already in case of 8-th robots very
accurate results. As can be seen from values of median,
the values for 8 to 10 robots was so close, that can be
considered as constant after slight rounding. The table
shows in conclusion, that the error of measurement is at
the same time suppressed with the motion of robots to
estimated position of target.

5.2 Suppression of error using cooperation and Ex-
tended Kalman filter

Except the cooperation, the Kalman filter was used for the
error filtration in this part. Every robot adjusts its esti-
mation according to new measurement using filter, and
into the calculation of joint estimation will contribute
with already filtered value. Also in this case it is obvi-
ous from the graph, that the error is suppressed and the
behavior is smoothed with rising amount of robots (Fig-
ure 6.3) (a). Even in technique of suppressing of error
with Extended Kalman filter can be seen, that in case
of mobile robots, the error of common estimation err is
decreasing with rising time (picture 6.3) (b). The error
decreases in the same time with the amount of robots,
which are localizing the target.

In Table 7, where characteristics of statistic files for both
used types of systems are shown, several deviations from
the expected values were appeared. Similarly to the case
described in part 5.1, from point of amount of active ele-
ments the static system can be considered as saturated by
usage of ten robots. The increase of error with four static
robots was caused by wrong estimation of robot number
4. By its connecting to the system, it significantly af-
fected the size of jointly estimation error. However the
errors arising in system, where are the inaccuracies sup-
pressed with Extended Kalman filter, are so suppressed,
that the estimation with static system was more accurate
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Dependency of estimation error size
according to amount: (a) static robots, (b) mobile
robots; use of cooperation and EKF

using nine robots as it was in case of mobile system.

Table 7: Means and measurement error variance
in target locating task in MRS with different num-
ber of robots using EKF; (a) static robots, (b)
mobile robots

(a)

No. of robots err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

1 0,25270 0,19584 0,04217

2 0,16197 0,16024 0,00752

3 0,15152 0,13553 0,00680

4 0,17715 0,17401 0,00510

5 0,12779 0,09472 0,00899

6 0,10861 0,10331 0,00231

7 0,11599 0,10508 0,00361

8 0,08303 0,07413 0,00176

9 0,07840 0,07211 0,00194

10 0,10550 0,08683 0,00469

(b)

No. of robots err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

1 0,22309 0,16438 0,04570

2 0,16159 0,12375 0,01839

3 0,12385 0,10741 0,00439

4 0,13505 0,11734 0,00695

5 0,09580 0,08127 0,00505

6 0,10075 0,08534 0,00564

7 0,09766 0,07245 0,00550

8 0,07295 0,06526 0,00253

9 0,08164 0,08018 0,00151

10 0,06940 0,05764 0,00296

5.3 Suppression of error using cooperation and Par-
ticle filter

In case of Particle filter, there was used the version Se-
quential Importance Resampling (SIR) [4]. SIR algorithm
is derived from basic SIS algorithm, but the new sam-
ples are estimated from prior p(xk|xk−1) and the resam-
pling phase is executed in each time step. Considering
the oversampling is executed in every time step k, then

wi
k−1 = 1/N for all particles i = 1, 2, ..., N . At he same

time the weights computation will simplified:

wi
k ∝ p(zk|xi

k), (17)

while the normalization of weights is executed before re-
sampling. For resampling is used algorithm of systematic
resampling in this case.

The results of filtration error in jointly estimation with use
of Particle filter are displayed in Figure 11. For the test
was used filter, which consists from 5000 particles. From
the behaviour of both graphs can be seen that the size of
error is in static system suppressed more significantly with
the rise of amount of robots. In case of mobile elements of
system is the error more significantly filtered not just with
the rising amount of robots, but also with rising time.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Dependency of estimation error size
according to amount: (a) static robots, (b) mobile
robots; use of cooperation and PF

Comparison of statistic files characteristics for target lo-
calization by different amount of robots is shown in Table
8. Even in this case the characteristics with the rising
amount of element of system have decreasing tendency.
The exception is the state, when the system comes to
”saturation” and usage of higher amount of robots is not
necessary.

5.4 Suppression of error using cooperation, Particle
filter and weighting

Particle filters, which were used in recent and previous al-
gorithm, filters just errors occurring by the measurements
of individual robots. In the system, there arise also other
errors, for example the errors of Particle filters. This in-
accuracies are partly suppressed with jointly calculation,
however in this case the jointly estimation is strengthen-
ing by weighting of results from individual robots.

Robots localize individually of target with use of its sen-
sors (algorithm 2). Their estimations are collectively pro-
cessed on the base of weighting of individual robots esti-
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Table 8: Means and measurement error variance
in target locating task in MRS with different num-
ber of robots using PF; (a) static robots, (b) mo-
bile robots

(a)

No. of robots err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

1 0,22506 0,19208 0,02466

2 0,23320 0,19073 0,02861

3 0,18541 0,14639 0,01456

4 0,16644 0,14326 0,01292

5 0,10444 0,09421 0,00288

6 0,13308 0,12840 0,00556

7 0,12965 0,12883 0,00356

8 0,12812 0,11393 0,00414

9 0,09486 0,08582 0,00290

10 0,12102 0,10216 0,00761

(b)

No. of robots err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

1 0,22692 0,19130 0,02581

2 0,16660 0,14359 0,01148

3 0,13084 0,09808 0,01074

4 0,11481 0,08077 0,00838

5 0,11481 0,08077 0,00838

6 0,09264 0,08367 0,00358

7 0,08539 0,06532 0,00379

8 0,07108 0,06106 0,00196

9 0,08427 0,06843 0,00368

10 0,07543 0,06889 0,00334

mation. Collectively estimated position of target is

Test
k = f(x

(Rj)

k ,pR
k ), (18)

where pR
k is weight of robots in system.

p
(Rj)

k = f(|x(Rj)

k−1 −Test
k−1|, r(Rj)

k ), (19)

it means that robot weight in jointly target estimation po-
sition Test depends on distance between robot and target

r
(Rj)

k it time step k, and distance between robot’s estima-

tion and jointly position estimation |x(Rj)

k−1 −Test
k−1|.

Formally the calculation of m-th robot’s weight can be
expressed as:

p(Rm)
p = Cp

n∑
j=1

1∣∣∣x(Rj)

k−1 −Test
k−1

∣∣∣
∣∣∣x(Rm)

k−1 −Test
k−1

∣∣∣
+

n∑
j=1

x
(Rj)

k

x
(Rm)
k

(20)

p
(Rm)
k = Nv

p
(Rm)
p

n∑
j=1

p
(Rj)
p

,

where p
(Rm)
p is partial computation of weight in which the

value of Cp determines the experimentally set constant.
This means the rate, of how the position estimation in
previous step k − 1 contributes into computation. The

constant Nv in the weight computation p
(Rm)
k gives the

normalization to the number of vertexes, which will be
used for collective estimation according to algorithm 4.
It is obvious, that to the common estimation, the compu-

tation of robot m is counted p
(Rm)
k -times.

With this weighting it is assured, that robot which has the
best estimation of target position according to joint esti-
mation in time step k−1, gets higher weight in joint com-
putation in time step k. Also the robot which is nearer

Algorithm 4 Target localization by multirobot system
with use of Particle filter and weighting - reference robot

1: k ← 1;
2: compute weights pR

k ;
3: set Nv vertices according to estimations of each robot

and their weights;
4: make n-angle with Nv vertices from step 3;
5: compute the centre Test

k of n-angle;
6: k = k + 1;
7: go to step 2;

to target according to its estimation, it is considering as
more reliable element.

By the simulations, which results are shown in Figure 12,
where the constants Cp and Nv was set to 100. Used
Particle filter was composed of 5000 particles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Dependency of estimation error size
according to amount: (a) static robots, (b) mobile
robots; use of cooperation, PF and weighting

As can be seen not just on graphs, but also from Table 9,
thanks to weighting of robots, the progress of error graph
is smoother, which describes very low values of variation
D(err). Even in this case the ”saturation” of system with
amount of active elements has appeared.

5.5 Comparison of used algorithms
Comparison of used techniques for suppressing arising er-
ror in target localization task using static robots is shown
in Figure 13. Comparison tests were performed by usage
of four robots with sensors. From the graph it is obvious,
that in case of target localization without filters, the error
err is highest and at the same time the graph line is less
smooth. Particle filter without weighting and Extended
Kalman filter are generating similar values. As expected,
the Particle filter with weighting of partial results has best
ability to suppress the localization error and at the same
time it filters the possible measuring fluctuations.
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Table 9: Means and measurement error variance
in target locating task in MRS with different num-
ber of robots using PF and weighting; (a) static
robots, (b) mobile robots

(a)

No. of robots err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

1 0,22504 0,22046 0,02000

2 0,21863 0,15567 0,03178

3 0,14307 0,12068 0,00827

4 0,14746 0,11736 0,00869

5 0,14188 0,11843 0,00854

6 0,10709 0,10237 0,00276

7 0,13773 0,13110 0,00461

8 0,10844 0,08882 0,00522

9 0,09475 0,07769 0,00422

10 0,11019 0,10398 0,00485

(b)

No. of robots err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

1 0,23438 0,19568 0,03242

2 0,17774 0,14518 0,01405

3 0,16967 0,15092 0,01067

4 0,09750 0,07763 0,00831

5 0,10024 0,10284 0,00286

6 0,09861 0,09492 0,00260

7 0,07487 0,07423 0,00137

8 0,07180 0,06462 0,00194

9 0,07084 0,05972 0,00217

10 0,07013 0,06147 0,00212

Figure 13: Comparison of results in static multi-
robot system consisting of 4 robots

Comparison of techniques results for system created by
mobile robots is shown in Figure 14. Even in this case
it is obvious, that the best filtering algorithm is usage of
MRS, PF and weighting of partial results. This algorithm
has the most accurate target position estimation, and also
it can suppress possible fluctuations in target localization.

Figure 14: Comparison of results in mobile mul-
tirobot system consisting of 4 robots

Used algorithms are compared in Table 10. Based on
statistical characteristics it can be said, that algorithm
of collective localization with use of Particle filter and

weighting achieves the best results in suppressing of error
in target localization task. This fact is valid not just from
point of median of measured errors, but also from point of
variance. In case of mobile robots, the variance reached
better values with use of pure Particle filter, but median
of error was significantly higher as in case of weighting.
However the graph in Figure 14 documents, that filter
with weighting needed first 22 steps for stabilization, and
then the measurement error was stabilized. The vari-
ance after stabilization of filter would reach the value of
0,000472 m2.

Table 10: Means and measurement error variance
in target locating task in MRS with different num-
ber of robots using various algorithms; (a) static
robots, (b) mobile robots

(a)

4 static robots in target localization task

Filter err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

without filter 0,2415 0,2082 0,0223

EKF 0,1126 0,0863 0,0098

PF 0,1145 0,0980 0,0093

PF and weighting 0,0796 0,0743 0,0019

(b)

4 mobile robots in target localization task

Filter err[m] ẽrr[m] D(err)[m2]

without filter 0,1359 0,1122 0,0119

EKF 0,0810 0,0623 0,0045

PF 0,0733 0,0600 0,0028

PF and weighting 0,0592 0,0316 0,0042

From all of tests and results it is obvious, that using group
of mobile robots in target localization task brings not only
the redundancy in case of any robot failure, but it also
provides the possibility of suppressing the measurement
inaccuracies and environment errors. For better suppres-
sion of inaccuracies it is possible to use higher amount
of robots, use Particle filter and weighting of partial re-
sults in collectively calculation of target position. With
this combination of elimination techniques it was achieved
suppression of measurement, smoothing the localization
process and also speeding up of target localization with
sufficient accuracy. As it is obvious from the figures and
the tables the conclusion is that Particle filters with use
of multirobot systems are suitable tools for the target lo-
calization task.

6. Conclusions
Main goals of this work is to demonstrate, that use of
multiagent and multirobot system brings radical solution
improvement in some tasks. Aim is to focus on advantages
of use in exploration task.

Exploration task was devided in two partial task, which
where tested separately. For terrain coverage was de-
signed marking algorithm for shortened return. This al-
gorithm is able to shorten number of steps according to
Spanning Tree Covering and with increasing number of
agents, the time of covering has shorten. This conclu-
sions are very useful in tasks, where exploration time is
very important. It can be tasks, where searched element
can endanger surround environment or searched element
can be engadered by stay in environment.
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In next experiments it was verified results for levels of
information fusion in multirobot system. As was veri-
fied, with increase of transferred information, computa-
tional requirements on each element of system decrease,
but there is higher load of communication subsystem. If
the system is able to transfer huge amount of informa-
tion, for increasing the solution precision, data fusion is
appropriate level. For decreasing the amount of communi-
cation, which can be in noisy environment really limited,
is better to use decisions fusion and to increase number
of active robots.

For target localization task in ideal environment is suffi-
cient to use only one robot. But in environment, which is
source of uncertainty and the system is affected by inac-
curacies or the robots can fail, the task accomplishment
is very endangered. Putting more elements assure not
only increase of solution quality, but also assure redun-
dancy in case of robot failure. For suppressing the error
was used four techniques in this work. The tests confirm
that according to expectations, error was best suppressed
in algorithm with use of coordination, Particle filter and
weighting. Big advantage of this solution is that Particle
filters can be used with multimodal probability density
distribution.

Suitable realization of multiagent structure presents mod-
ern and effective tool with various application possiblitity
in the area of production sphere, information technolo-
gies, in economic systems, health services and so on.

Reached results can be applied into many various domains
of applications for exploration and target localization. Re-
sults can serve as basis for future research, because use of
multirobot system with prinicples of probabilistic robotics
is in these days always new and open area of reseach and it
is able to extend the limited horizon of one-agent systems.
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Abstract
This article deals with analysis of specific social networks
called company networks. These company networks
emerge from interactions between companies, where a lot
of these interactions are recorded by publicly accessible
sources. Our work is designing and implementing meth-
ods of heterogeneous sources’ cleansing, aggregation and
integration into comprehensive data model of company
network. Later data transformations for analyses as vari-
ous projections of company networks are designed, imple-
mented and evaluated. Main part of our work is dedicated
to meso-level structural analysis, mainly analysis of local
structures and local structure pattern detection, where
approaches to large-scale network decomposition and po-
sitional analysis of local structures are designed and im-
plemented. All of designed and implemented methods are
experimentally tested on concrete instance of company
network - Slovak Company Network. At the end of thesis
our designed methods are utilized, where local structures
and dynamics of Slovak Company Network are analysed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.1 [Data Structures]: Graphs and networks; G.2.2
[Discrete mathematics]: Graph Theory—Graph algo-
rithm; I.2.1 [Artifcial Intelligence]: Applications and
Expert Systems—Industrial automation,Office automation;
I.2.m [Artifcial Intelligence]: Miscellaneous

Keywords
Social Network Analysis, Network Projection, Company
Network, Local Structure Analysis

1. Introduction
Identification of collaboration between people and compa-
nies is complicated and very difficult task. Social network
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analysis (SNA) deals also with this issue. It is even more
complicated if we study specific connections like collab-
oration between companies. In business environment it
is very important to have overview about these connec-
tions. All organizations have their statutory representa-
tives, owners, and partner or stock holders. These are
people who are involved in business and they can be affil-
iated with organizations e.g. companies. This view gives
us idea to look at company as special social network, af-
filiate network actually.

Company Networks include Ownership, Partnership Net-
works and Collaboration networks, in which actors of the
network are defined as well as relationships between them.
On the web we can find a lot of sources containing data
for Company networks (such as ORSR1, FOAF2, AZET3

and others), but the output is raw and hardly consistent.
Amongst businessmen the knowledge that Company net-
work can provide is very important. Very interesting in
CN is structural analysis, such as revealing main paths
(as a back bone of the network) or community detection
(collaboration between organizations, sharing or not shar-
ing the same resources) and clustering. With use of these
kinds of analysis we can track down structure, which is
beyond this network.

Unfortunately analysis of complex and unknown relation-
ships is very difficult and usually can be done only the off-
line way. Data are aggregated in some time interval and
they are analysed using various methods, e.g. network
graph or incidence matrix based methods. Sometimes
these methods remove all dynamic attributes of connec-
tions and there are only dominant or obvious features
visible. Despite this in SNA there are usually all time
attributes removed and in data temporal dimensions are
removed too. This can be prevented using several ap-
proaches. First of all is to use method of dynamic social
networks analysis. In this case dynamic attributed are in-
cluded as chronological order a there is possibility to solve
process detection problem. Other option is to project dy-
namics of actors and connections of network in process of
data transformation (e.g. projection) for SNA, where the
temporal dimension is removed. This approach enables to
utilize certain aspects of dynamics in classical SNA a sup-
port of new relationship discovery or presence of certain
data correlation. The last simplest way is to transform
temporal dimension in sort of attributes (weights) of ac-

1http://www.orsr.sk
2http://www.foaf-project.org
3http://www.azet.sk/#firmy
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tors and connections in process of data transformation
to conform SNA. Due to nature and significance of social
networking data we can divide this data into several types,
in my thesis I will deal with common structural data for
network analysis and then I will incorporate other types
of data to produce comprehensive data model of social
networks.

2. Company Networks
CN is a complex network, similar to two-mode networks.
It usually distinguishes three types of actors, as well as
three types and several qualities of connections between
actors. Actors represent persons, legal entities (compa-
nies, organizations) and agents. All companies (C) must
have its own insertion at District Court (this informa-
tion is accessible e.g. in national business register). Per-
sonal actor (P ) can be any person involved in business;
all persons involved within boards of companies must
have records in insertion of particular company at dis-
trict court. Sometimes we encounter actors, which have
no insertion in business register, but are mentioned in
insertions of other companies. Although it cannot be de-
cided if somebody is a person or legal entity in this case,
but in matter of fact it has to be one of them. Usually
they are legal entities from other countries. We call this
actors’ type agents. CN differs from classical two-mode
network in following facts. Firstly, it is the presence of
agents as third type of actors, but for now we can omit
them. So we consider two types of actors: persons (P )
and companies (C). Secondly, beside the existence of con-
nections between P and C (relationship of affiliation of P
to C) there is another direct connection between C to C
(C2C connections), which is not common in classic two-
mode networks.

2.1 Slovak Company Network
Term Slovak Company Network (SCN) represents one
particular instance of Company Network (CN), however
it is used also as a general term for network of Slovak com-
panies in "any form". Terms Slovak Company Raw Net-
work (SCRN) and Slovak Company Collaboration Net-
work (SCCN) are more specific terms which we are using
in this work to express particular instances of SCN in var-
ious stages of processing SCN. These terms we will use in
this chapter frequently, where also other terms can ap-
pear for various sub-networks or network derivations. All
of them will be explained once it will be used at first time.

2.1.1 Available data
In building of SCN several heterogeneous sources were
used. Data in ORSR are consisted of structural, com-
positional and temporal features, these data were pre-
processed in ITLIS project4 and we acquired them in form
of structured records. These data originate in public ac-
cessed sources as Business Register of Slovak Republic
(ORSR), which was hardly collected, aggregated, anal-
ysed and integrated within project ITLIS.eu into one so-
cial network. As result of these efforts large network was
created, featuring comprehensive data model, which inte-
grates structural, compositional and temporal (historical)
data [1]. A specific structure and samples of the data can
be viewed in Appendix A. From Amadeus database5 we

4http://itlis.eu
5https://amadeus.bvdinfo.com/version-
2013418/home.serv?product=amadeusneo

Figure 1: Comprehensive model in SCRN

retrieved compositional data about 25683 Slovak compa-
nies. Using the official number of each company (IČO)
and web crawling technique we were able to find compa-
nies in AZET online catalogue and we found entries in
15705 cases (from 25684 Amadeus entries). As a result
of data cleansing and integration of these heterogonous
sources we were able to build data store of cleaned data
and this data are creating Slovak Company Raw Network.
SCRN provides and the initial dataset for our next exper-
iments and trials.

2.2 Comprehensive Data Model
The idea of a comprehensive data model is a reflection
to data needed for different types of analysis. Full data
model consists of structural, compositional and temporal
data. Classic clusterization, categorization and classifica-
tion algorithms traditionally use compositional data (at-
tributes about categorised entities) [2]. Structural data
are used in many network analyses whether oriented on
individual participants or groups.

Generally, dynamic network analysis is dependent on chan-
ges inthe network, and these changes are largely tied to
the time data. Intuitively, we can assume that these types
of data are dependent to each other in some way. Com-
positional and structural data are properties of individual
actors. It is imaginable that if you create certain posi-
tion (group of actors defined by structural data), actors
in this position will share certain similarities in composi-
tional data.This idea is also supported by a recent study
that deals with new paradigm in data mining - relational
classification. This classification is based on the attribute-
linked group classification. It includes group of methods
for classifying instances, which take additionally the at-
tributes of the structural links into account and because
of this additional information they are able to better clas-
sify [3].

Temporal data are interesting, because they provide addi-
tional information to the structural data (the information
about connecting and disconnecting), they give the his-
tory of the individual structural elements (actors, ties)
and a global perspective from which it is possible to de-
duce the entire evolution of the network. Temporal data
may also exist for compositional data, but we will focus
mainly on support of structural data analysis, where we
have indicated the role of temporal data.

Our data model is actually result of data aggregation from
heterogeneous sources described above. As you can see in
Figure 1 other compositional data are linked with special
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compositional attribute "official number of object" - ICO,
which is legal identifier of company in Slovak republic.
Using ICO identifier we were allowed to precisely match
compositional data from various sources, aggregate and
integrate them into our SCRN network data model. Later
in our work we use this integrated data model as input
for our practical experiments. Basic information about
SCRN you can find in Table 1.

2.3 Collaboration Between Companies
Based on the available data, we start thinking about idea
of companies’ collaboration. If we say that companies
collaborate, we usually mean that they cooperate on the
tasks during a period of time or on regular basis. In our
work we will use only term collaboration in the meaning
described in following paragraph. In Slovak Company
Network we assume, that two companies C1, C2 (proba-
bly) collaborate mainly if:
• companies are tied with direct connection(s) C1 → C2
or vice versa,
• companies share indirect connections to at mutual per-
son(s) C1 → P ← C2,
• companies are tied by combination of direct and indi-
rect connections.

We assume, that strength of collaboration between com-
panies is very dependent on the compositional and tem-
poral attributes of connections and this is considered and
elaborated in our projections of company networks.

2.4 Design of Projection
In this section we will present our approach of transfor-
mation two-mode (mixed-mode) company network onto
one-mode network using temporal data. In this subchap-
ter we will present design of our original method for pro-
jection of company networks with temporal data.

In company networks we have two projection possibilities.
First, we can project CN onto one-mode network of col-
laboration between person entities. So we take persons as
actors and companies will be analogy of events in the affil-
iation network described above. In other words company
affiliates all actors and it is supposed that they collaborate
within that company. This projection is quite simple be-
cause there are no direct connections between persons and
projected connections are computed only through compa-
nies (indirect connections). Second alternative is the one,
which is analysed in this work, where we deal with pro-
jection of CN onto company to company (organization to
organization) network. Investigation of relationships be-
tween companies is more interesting and also brings a new
problem of combining indirect and direct connections to
projected networks.

In Slovak Company Network (SCN) person to company
(P → C) connections in fact provide indirect connections
(intermediated through the person P). In case there ex-
ists connection P → C1 and another connection P → C2,
then C1 and C2 are connected indirectly. In SCN we also
have full history of all relationships (connections) between
actors. Every connection has its validity dates: "valid
from" and "valid to". This feature of data allows us con-
sider aging of all connections and create a better projec-
tion of network in "current state" and perform data anal-
ysis from historical point of view, like study dynamics of
the network or specific company. Due to fact that we have
two-mode network with temporal data, we need to a use

a projection of two-mode network on one-mode network.
In work [4] we define temporal based projection, which
includes all SCN connections (both direct and indirect)
and other specifics of SCN. With inspiration of existing
projection methods mentioned above we can build our for-
mula for our own projection of CN onto one-mode network
taking into account also temporal data. Temporal data in
CN will provide information to handle aging function (as
connection weight) proposed below. After this projection
we will retrieve simple homogenous one-mode network,
which reflects the relationship between Slovak companies
- Slovak Company Collaboration Network (SCCN).

2.4.1 Connections Aging Function
As connections aging function we decided to use exponen-
tial function, because this function exp(x) is at the same
time also its own derivative. The exponential function is
used to model a relationship in which a constant change
in the independent variable gives the same proportional
change (i.e. percentage increase or decrease) in the depen-
dent variable [5]. In our case we use exp(−x) because the
weight of the relationship decreases with increasing time
since the connection became invalid. So aging coefficient
of the connection can be calculated as area of the region
in the plane bounded by the graph of function exp(−x),
which is:

A =
∫ t

s

e−xdx = −e−t − (−e−s) (1)

where s is age in years of the moment when the connection
started (valid from), t is age of the end of the connection
(valid to), both calculated with respect to the current
moment.

This coefficient expresses aging of relationship in the same
way as the real relationship age. For example we have re-
lationship which exists from the beginning of times and
it still exists at the moment of analyses. The age of such
a connection is ∞ (it started in time −∞) and the age
of the end (i.e. current moment) is 0, the value of ag-
ing coefficient for this hypothetical duration of relation
would be equal to 1 (which is the maximal value). Rela-
tionship existing now, which started back ten years ago
is valued by 0.99995, but relation which ended a year
ago and lasted for ten years is valued only by 0.36786.
3 years long connection that still exists has value 0.95.
These values indicate that ended connections are quickly
losing their weight (weakening) on current relations be-
tween companies. This coefficient reflects also time stayed
in relationship (duration of relationship).

2.4.2 Weighting of Projected Connections
Projection on company to company network consists of
two major steps. First we need to project direct con-
nections. Direct connection means direct relationship be-
tween companies (e.g. limited partnership or ownership)
and has orientation (company C1 is limited partner in
company C2).

After projection connections will lose their orientation,
because we include also other types of interaction into
the projected connections. Second part namely consists
of evaluation of indirect connections between companies
through the actors (persons). This indirect connection
has naturally no orientation.

We propose that weight of projected connection between
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Table 1: Statistics of SCN
SCRN Counts Valid from Valid to

Min Max Min Max
All Actors 735169 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01

Persons 477516 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01
Companies 228820 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01

Agents 28833 1933-10-07 2011-06-01 1990-06-29 2011-07-01
All Connections 1513211 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01

P → C 1426842 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01
C → C 43439 1933-10-07 2011-06-01 1991-02-26 2011-07-01
A→ C 42930 1933-10-07 2011-06-01 1990-06-29 2011-07-01

companies Ci and Cj is calculated as:

wpc(Ci, Cj) = wdc(Ci, Cj) + wic(Ci, Cj) (2)

where wdc(Ci, Cj) is weight based on direct connections
and wic(Ci, Cj) weight of indirect connections. Weight of
direct connection is

wdc(Ci, Cj) =
m∑

k=1

w(ck(Ci, Cj) ∗ a(sk, tk) (3)

where m is count of all direct connections between Ci and
Cj , a(s, t) =

∫ t

s
e−xdx is aging function,

sk = age(start(ck(Ci, Cj))) is is age of the beginning of
the connection ck and tk = age(end(ck(Ci, Cj))) is the
age when the connection ck ended. Weight of indirect
connection is calculated as follows:

wic(Ci, Cj) =
n∑

k=1

w(ck(Pk, Ci) ∗ w(ck(Pk, Cj) ∗ a(sk, tk)

(4)
where Pk is person which is involved in creating of indirect
connection (Ci ← Pk → Cj) is number of all existing
connections between Ci and Cj ,
sk = max[age(start(ck(Pk, Ci)), age(start(ck(Pk, Cj))],
tk = min[age(end(ck(Pk, Ci)), age(end(ck(Pk, Cj))]. To
simplify calculation of weights we define w(ck(Ci, Cj) = 1
and w(ck(Pk, Ci) ∗ w(ck(Pk, Cj) = w(Pk).

Weight w(Pk) is weight of actor which is connecting two
companies together in the same time and is counted as
w(Pk) = 1

deg(Pk)−1) , where deg(Pk is max number of con-
nections of actor Pk to companies in the time interval
< sk, tk >. If we combine these expressions above and
simplification of indirect connection weighting, we get the
following equations: wic(Ci, Cj) =

∑n

k=1 w(Pk∗a(sk, tk))
and wic(Ci, Cj) =

∑n

k=1
1

deg(Pk)−1) ∗ a(sk, tk)).

In previous equations n is number of actors connecting
companies Ci and Cj (i.e. the number of existing "indirect
connections" c(Ci, Pk, Cj) between Ci and Cjprovided by
person Pk). It means that there exists a connection from
Pk to Ci c(P(k,)Ci) and simultaneously there exists a con-
nection Pk to Cj c(Pk, Cj) in the time interval < sk, tk >.

This projection brings new approach in weighting of rela-
tionships in projected networks because of temporal data.
It reflects actual state, aging in network and can provide
dynamic analysis of connections. For further navigation
we label this projection method as PR1.

2.4.3 Weighting using Compositional Data
As we have declared in SCRN we possess compositional
data about actors and connections. At the moment when

we designed projection of our structural data, we did not
consider possibilities of compositional data utilization in
projection of the network. In our data we can find in-
formation about participation of all limited partners in
company. Every company has declared its "initial capi-
tal" in business register, at the moment when company is
founded. Every partner in company has to pay his share
of this capital (at the moment it is at least 5000 €). This
share expresses how much he was participating on the cre-
ation of the company and he guarantees for the company
with this money (we are talking about limited partner-
ship). As we have these information about actors (and
their shares) and information about actual capital of the
company, we can express the extent of participation of
particular actors in the company. Thus we can use this
information for new "weight" in our projection algorithm.

In our modification we replace the monovalent principle of
connections’ weighting from PR1 and we set w(ck(Ci, Cj) =
paid capital of Ci in Cj

all capitalofCj
. This modification of evaluation

changes also the necessary preparation of data. As we
used connections as they were, we were not interested
about the capital and participation. But participation is
also dynamic and can change over time. Thus we needed
to consider this when preparing data for transformation
(projection). If there were changes in participation we
had to split connections with respect to respective time
intervals with different capital structure.

Similar situation is with indirect connections and their
transformation into collaboration ties. In PR1 actors’
weighting (w(Pk) = 1

deg(Pk)−1) ) was inspired by existing
approaches in affiliation networks [6]. It is usually sup-
posed that if an actor has many ties to other actors, he
cannot participate so well as if he had only few connec-
tions. This assumption is not relevant in our case, because
we cannot say, that person’s participation is influenced by
the fact how many companies he is involved in.

In companies this phenomenon is restricted by the fact
that sum of all person’s participation is equal one, thus
there is no need for such weighting. Thus we replace
the weighting of w(Pk) = w(ck(Pk, Ci) ∗ w(ck(Pk, Cj)
where w(ck(Pk, Ci) = paid capital of Pk in Ci

all capital of Ci
and analog-

ically for w(ck(Pk, Cj). This participation in capital uni-
fies weighting of persons and companies in this mixed-
mode network transformation. We label this projection
of SCRN as PR2.

3. Company Network Analyses
3.1 Granularity of Analysis
Limitations of system (computational) resources, data
sources and nature of the research also limit the range of
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a social network analysis . The features of a local struc-
tures may be lost in a large network analysis, thus the
quality (relevance) of information may be more impor-
tant than the scale for understanding network properties.
Social networks are analysed at the scale relevant to the
scope of research [7]. Although levels of analysis are not
necessarily mutually exclusive when we speak about lev-
els of analyses we distinguish three levels from the top:
micro, meso and macro level [8].

In the micro-level of social network analysis we typically
examine an individual, where we can deeper distinguish
between actor, dyadic, triadic and subgroup level. The
atomic unit of analysis in a social networks is an indi-
vidual in their social position, i.e., an "actor" or "ego".
Egonetwork analysis focuses on network characteristics
such as size, relationship strength, density, various cen-
tralities and it investigates roles such as isolates, brokers
(liaisons) and bridges [9]. At dyadic level we examine
social relationships between two actors, where we may
investigate multiplexity, strength, reciprocity/mutuality
and social equality of the relationship. At triadic level we
may concentrate on balance and transitivity (clusteriza-
tion) [7].

Meso-level methods of analyses process a population of
size that falls between the micro and macro levels. At
the meso-level we usually distinguish between organisa-
tional, randomly-distributed networks and scale-free net-
works [10]. Company network is organisational network
where formal organizations are social groups that dis-
tribute tasks for a collective goal. Research on organisa-
tional networks may focus on either intra-organizational
or inter-organizational ties in context of formal or infor-
mal relationships. Intra-organizational networks are in-
teresting especially if they are larger organizations with
multiple branches, franchises or semi-autonomous depart-
ments [11].

In our case of company network we will focus on inter-
organisational relationships (direct ties) and deducted ties
from indirect (intermediated via persons) connections be-
tween organisations (companies). Later in our research
we will try to verify that our company network accom-
modates also properties of other types of real networks
such as scale-free networks (e.g. robustness, local struc-
ture preservation) and small-world networks (e.g. degree
of vertex separation)[12].

At macro-level analyses generally examines and evalu-
ates the outcomes of interactions between actors in global
scale. For instance "signal propagation" is very good ex-
ample of macro level analysis of network. At this level
we usually deal with large-scale networks and complex
networks. Term "large-scale" is somehow synonymous to
term "macro-level" which is often used in social sciences
and economics. However you can provide any-level anal-
ysis on large-scale network.

In our paper we will mainly deal with meso-level analysis
on large-scale network. Large social networks usually fea-
tures complex structures, which involve patterns of com-
plex connections between actors. These "patterns" are
usually neither purely regular nor random (organisational
networks). These complex network features are e.g. spe-
cific degree distribution, high clustering coefficient, par-
allel (local) structures and hierarchical structure [12].

Figure 2: Decomposition of network into small-
enough clusters (overview)

3.2 Local Structure Analysis
Because of nature of Company Networks (CN), they have
specific feature. They are not very dense, but they have
local clusters, where density is much higher. This implies
that SCN will be characterized by significant local struc-
tures. These structures can be detected as local clusters
and we can simplify or speed up the process of deter-
mining local structure and local role equivalence defini-
tion for this type of network. In other words detection
of such local clusters containing these structures can be
used to simplify and speed up the process of other subse-
quent network analyses [4]. As first, we will detect local
structures and then we will try to find structural pat-
terns. Next interesting step could be to analyse evolution
of local structures in time. In this subchapter we will
take a closer look on CN and we propose a workflow of
local structure analysis for this specific type of social net-
works. Presented workflow is composition of weak com-
ponent clustering analysis, disconnecting of low density
clusters and blockmodeling on local structures.

As we speak about company networks in national scale
we need to propose a way how to retrieve local-business
structures. Idea of our decomposition is to retrieve small
(local) clusters from network. In order to achieve this goal
we need to design such a decomposition, which is decom-
posing global structure in such a way that local structures
are preserved (so more-less local clusters remain intact).
First thing we have to look after is how much our network
is connected. Using analysis for determining connected
components we will be able to find out, if this network is
weakly or strongly connected. After we can confirm that
this network is neither weakly nor strongly connected, we
can proceed with our decomposition.

We proposed an iterative process of decomposition show
in Figure 2. In the first step (1) we have to decompose
given company network. We are unsure what the struc-
ture of network is, but we know it is company network and
there are expected dense local structures. Next step (2)
is to analyse found clusters. At this point if we assume
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that every weakly connected component can be consid-
ered as cluster, we can use weak component clustering to
identify components (clusters). As we have our compo-
nents identified, we need to separate them into small and
large ones. We will use certain bias (usually determined
by ability of subsequent analysis to process) in size to
label the clusters as small and large. Small clusters are
now stacked in a storage (3) and large ones (4) are input
to process of large component disconnection (5). This
processing consists of two steps: we need to rank enti-
ties in the large clusters and subsequently remove certain
amount of top ones. For this task we can use several ac-
tor or tie measures. The simplest and effective method is
to remove certain actors. The selection we can do based
on entity centrality or weight like in/out degree, total de-
gree, pagerank, betweeness, k-coreness etc. The purpose
is to destroy global structure as soon as possible (in order
to preserve as many as possible from the local structures,
which are kept in small clusters). Thus we need to find
certain edges - “bridges” or certain vertices - “brokers” in
the structures. As good selection criteria seems to be be-
tweeness centrality (vertex or edge betweeness), because
it ranks entities of frequent paths as top ones. We assume
that brokers and bridges are laying on frequent paths in
structure. After step (5) we continue with the next iter-
ation of the process starting with step (1) with the dis-
connected larger clusters. We iterate the whole process of
decomposition until we disconnect all large clusters into
small ones.

In section above we defined method, where we can obtain
local structures (small clusters) from network in form of
“small” clusters. Now we can visualize them and examine
their structure. As very simple and effective way how to
examine structure of small or medium clusters is to use
positional analysis to determine position in every clusters.
For this task very suitable method of positional analysis
exists and it is called blockmodelling [13].

3.3 Finding Patterns in Local Structure
In this section we will describe our original method of
finding structural patterns in local (parallel) structures
– Local Structure Pattern Mining (LSPM). Prerequisite
to this process of finding patterns is existence of par-
allel structures, suitable method of large company net-
work decomposition and defined approach to local struc-
ture pattern analysis (positional analysis), representation
and equivalency of structural pattern. Analysis of local
structures is a meso-level analysis, in company networks
is commonly important to understand “local business”
to know a wider neighbourhood of a company. We will
focus on positional patterns in company network to un-
derstand how CN is built on meso-level (cohesive sub-
groups of companies). If we define common patterns of
companies’ structure, then we can understand companies’
position within local structure.

3.3.1 Adjusting of Blockmodeling
We have mentioned, that blockmodeling is a useful ap-
proach for analysis of social networks, represented as
graphs. As a result, the network is partitioned into typi-
cal smaller structures, which helps to identify actors with
particular roles. In this section we propose a specific mod-
ification of generalised blockmodeling [14] method in or-
der to cope with valued graphs, which is the representa-
tion of our company networks. These modifications will
be utilized next for finding patterns.

Let us assume that we have CN in form of undirected
valued one-mode network (e.g. company collaboration
network). This fact causes that the adjacency matrix is
symmetrical with respect to its diagonal axis. Each ele-
ment of matrix represents the weight of connection and
possess real value. Since we do not have a binary relation
Rb ⊆ (A×A)(f : Rb → 0, 1), where it was important only
if connections are present or absent. Now we deal with
valued connections and relation Rv ⊆ (A×A)× R; (f :
Rv → R). This allows us to reduce the number of ideal
block types.

As a natural analogy to null and complete block types
we define υ − complete and υ − null block types, so we
have blocks were each element has value ≥ υ or blocks
with values < υ. Then υ − regular block type defines
a block where all rows are covered with values ≥ υ and
all columns are covered with values ≥ υ. Analogically we
create definitions to υ − dominant, υ − functional and
υ−non−null block types (we always consider values ≥ υ
in the definitions of υ− type blocks, exception is υ−null
only).

In our experiments we use own original criterion function
to express the total inconsistency P (C) of partitioning
(fitting empirical blocks of partition C to ideal blocks).
This criterion function is considering all empirical parti-
tions together in order to create best fitting partitioning
of the network. But essential parameter is number of par-
titions p in the network. Then we express fitness of par-
titioning F (C) with given n as reciprocal value of overall
inconsistency, so we achieve values in range from 0 (less
fitting clustering) to 1 (max fitness achieved). Consid-
ering fact that we use weighting (prioritization) of ideal
blocks, maximal fitness of clustering is achieved if block-
modeling succeeded in fitting all empirical blocks to ideal
υ − complete or υ − null blocks.

Blockmodeling techniques usually use criterion function
to express unfit of partitioning P (created blocks as result
of blockmodeling), in other words it is empirical blocks’
dissimilarity to ideal blocks. In our modified approach we
will use fitness function F (P ) to express fitness of parti-
tioning in respect to ideal blocks.

3.3.2 Local Structure Pattern Mining
For purpose of pattern mining in local structures we de-
signed iterative process of LSPM displayed on Figure 3.
This process extends designed process of LSA (decompo-
sition of large structures). Main idea is in subsequent po-
sitional analyses of (small) local clusters. In step (1) our
CN data (0) enters the process as input. Data are anal-
ysed for weakly connected components (2). In step (3) for
each component we are using multiple positional analysis
(blockmodeling) to detect partitions in this component.
If we succeed (we found a partitioning of component) we
resolve it with other found partitionings and add it to the
storage of found patterns (4). Resolving of well-fitting
partition means, that process of detection (3) compares
representation of partitioning to found partitionings (pat-
terns) and adds it to the storage, if newly found partition-
ing is not matching any pattern found before (new pat-
tern is created from this partitioning). If we did not find
a well-fitting partitioning of given component, it is pos-
sibly decomposed further (5) into smaller ones and pro-
cessed again in the same process starting with (1). Step
(5) does not guarantee, that after removal of top ranked
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Figure 3: Decomposition of network into small-
enough clusters (overview)

connections component will split into smaller ones, how-
ever removal of top ranked components can cause that we
will be able to find suitable partitioning on reduced com-
ponent in next iteration (we actually reduce number of
(unwanted) connections). LSPM is a method which orig-
inates in LSA. Good method of LSA is prerequisite to
this method, where main part is decomposition of large
network (Figure 2) with integrated “Pattern detection”
from small clusters.

3.3.3 Structure Detection in Component
To generalize structure in certain component we use posi-
tional analysis – our modified blockmodeling approach to
partition component. This partitioning (result of block-
modeling) we can represent as image (reduced) graph. For
this purposes we defined new entities: partition (vertex
in image graph) and partition connection (edge in image
graph). Partition represents a group of companies which
are in the same position within the structure of compo-
nent. Partition connection expresses ties between posi-
tions (ties from companies in one position to companies
in another position).

In Figure 4 we display a process of structure detection if
form of flow chart. At input we provide component C to
examine and hopefully we will find its partitioning P. This
process is iterative, we will start from partitioning with
smaller number of partitions and then we subsequently
continue with increasing number of partitions if the previ-
ous partitioning was not sufficient. This iterative process
is watched by variable p which expresses current number
of partitions. The maximal number of partitions is given
by parameter maxPar. At the beginning of each iteration
we have some restrictions for p-blockmodeling: (1) it is
not possible (or has no meaning) to partition very small
components and (2) we cannot process very big compo-
nents (due to system resources or real-time processing).
Thus after step (1) with result false (i.e. in the case when
component is too small, e.g. a dyad and it has no sense
to blockmodel it) we skip partitioning of this small com-
ponent (P = null) and remove component from further

Figure 4: Process of Local Structure Pattern Min-
ing (overview)

processing (C = null) and after step (2) with result false
we skip partitioning (P = null), but we keep component
C for further processing (it can be disconnected to smaller
ones or it can remain connected, but the component will
be reduced and it can fit in next iteration’s step (3)).

If component passes size constraints, which can be differ-
ent in respect to p (as we partition C into p partitions)
then it enters the process of blockmodeling (3). This pro-
cess evaluates all feasible partitionings (clusterings) and
outputs the most fitting one in respect to given criterion
function. Fitness of the winner is assigned to variable f in
step (4). Then the value of fitness is evaluated in step (5)
if it is sufficient for current partitioning (different minimal
values are set for various p). If partitioning P is decided
sufficient then P is stored and cluster C is removed from
further processing. If we reach maximum of p (maxPar),
then we failed (e.g. structure is too complex) in finding
of representative structure (P = null) and we keep C for
further processing.

3.3.4 Decomposition of Component
In this section we will describe process of component dis-
connection. This process is trying to disconnect struc-
ture of component by removing its certain connections.
These connections could be “bridges” between smaller
structures. To identify connections which are helping to
disconnect large components but they are preserving lo-
cal structures we need to define a ranking. Now we will
propose the ranking of connections - step (1) based on
our experience with decomposition.

Our ranking uses multi-criterion weighting of several mea-
sured centralities. We define ranking:

R(e) =
∑

i
ri(e) ∗ wi∑

i
wi

(5)

where we use i = 4 observed centralities and measures
(partial connection rankings)rbv(e), reb(e), rdw(e), ridw(e)
and their weights. All centralities are measured within
component and their value are min-max normalized. Cen-
trality rbv(e) measures bridge value, which expresses a
distance of shortest path between pair of actors after hy-
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pothetical removal of this connection e (if given connec-
tion is bridge than hypothetical path without it is infi-
nite). Centrality reb(e) is common edge betweeness cen-
trality. Ranking rdw(e) is direct weight of given connec-
tion e (projected weight) and ridw(e) is indirect weight of
connection e.

To prevent a phenomenon of component’s nibbling we can
introduce punishing factor pF . This phenomenon appears
if all rankings are almost equal and then we might be re-
moving connections from the periphery of the component.
We need to punish connections which are creating isolated
actor(s) after hypothetical removal, thus we introduce:
R(e)∗ = R(e) ∗ pF where pF = 1, if connection does not
create any isolated actor after removal and 0 < pF < 1 if
connection creates isolated actor(s) after removal.

In step (2) we sort all connections by their rankings R(e)∗
and we remove certain amount (usually defined relatively
by “remove ratio”) of top ranked connections. This action
possibly splits the component C into unknown number of
smaller components, which are investigated further in the
main LSPM process.

3.3.5 Resolving Partitioning as Pattern
After each blockmodeling session on component C we ob-
tain a most fitting partitioning P with fitness f. If this
fitness f is sufficient, we found good-enough partitioning,
that has small dissimilarities to ideal blocks. Now we rep-
resent this partitioning P as image matrix MI and then
we create image graph GI .

We can represent this partitioning as image graph, where
vertices are established partitions and connections are re-
solved connections between them. To measure partition
we can define its relative size in respect to component
defined as: relSize(bi,j) = da

d
where da is dimension of

(square) block and d is dimension of the whole adjacency
matrix of particular component. As we can see properties
of certain partition P1 are given by particular diagonal
block b1,1.

Another property of partition is how much the actors are
interconnected within partition, this property can be ex-
pressed as: density(bi,i = vals

da
) where vals is count of

elements with value ≥ υ in the block and da is dimension
of this block.

Other way to determine “inner connections” within parti-
tion is to consider type of particular block (e.g. complete,
regular, functional) and this considerations we will use in
our analysis. Thus we enumerate relative interconnected-
ness τ with three values {0, 1, 2}, where: if type(bi,i) =
null ∨ one then τ(Pi) = 0,
if type(bi,i) = fun ∨ dom then τ(Pi) = 1,
if type(bi,i) = reg ∨ com then τ(Pi) = 2.

As we have enumerated interconnectedness we can also
enumerate relative size of partition σ with three values
{small, medium, large}, where:
if relSize(bi,i) ≤ 0.25 then σ(Pi) = small(S),
if 0.25 < relSize(bi,i) ≤ 0.5 then σ(Pi) = medium(M),
if relSize(bi,i) > 0.5 then σ(Pi) = large(L).

Now we have defined partitions as vertices of our image
graph GI , in the following paragraph we define image ma-
trix as matrix MI = (mi,j)p×p; p is number of partitions,

where:
mi,j = 0 if type(bi,j) = type(bj,i = nul ∨ val,
mi,j = 1 if type(bi,j) = type(bj,i = dom ∨ fun,
mi,j = 2 if type(bi,j) = type(bj,i = reg ∨ com.

With representation of partitionings P as image graphs
GI we can compare the image graphs and define selected
groups of equal partitionings as patterns. We can achieve
this with use of graph homomorphism, where we consider
properties of vertices (qualities of partitions). This com-
parison among all most fitting partitionings is done in
step (4) of Figure 4, where we collect our found structure
patterns.

4. Experiments
Our first look into local structure of SCN is in unmodi-
fied data of SCRN, this experiment EXP0 is investigat-
ing presence of local structures. Later in our work we
conduct two important experiments for finding pattern
in local structures: EXP1 and EXP2 with our projected
SCCN Network. For our experiments we need one-mode
networks with all temporal and compositional data in-
cluded, thus we are doing mentioned projections of SCRN
to SCCN.

4.1 Common Local Structure
Our first experiment is constructed to verify if SCN really
contains local structures in experiment EXP0, thus we
will try to demonstrate presence of common local struc-
tures (CLS).

4.1.1 Subnetwork C2C LP*
As our relevant data for experiment we select data from
SCRN which are relevant only to “direct” connections
between companies. To be able to conduct our local
structure analysis we prepared dataset called “company
to company limited partnership” sub-network (C2CLP ).
This dataset was created only by selection of direct con-
nections between companies and complies with the fol-
lowing restrictions:
• only company actors were selected,
• only direct connections (from company to company)
were selected,
• only connections of type “Limited partnership” were
selected.

The process of selection was influenced by the need of
natural unmodified network, because in or first experi-
ment of LSA we wanted to use as much as possible the
original, unmodified data. Our projected C2C network is
already transformed network, thus we selected only this
direct network (C2C), which data originates directly from
source of raw data – ORSR. Then after brief analysis we
constrained the network by connection quality, because of
two reasons:
• relationship “Limited partnership” has significant share
(circa 93%) of all direct C → C connections,
• it will be more readable and accurate to use only one
type of connection in order to get local structures (it
would be more unclear if we mixed several types of con-
nections).

However, connections could be projected from underlying
affiliation network (P → C), in this case they are not
considered [15]. This subnetwork covers only the most
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common type of direct relation in company network –
the limited partnership. Limited partnership means that
a company C1 is a limited partner of company C2 (it
guarantees for company). In practice it means that com-
pany C1 (co)created a company C2 with limited liability.
Due to this phenomenon this subnetwork is naturally di-
rected (oriented), thus we can consider orientation of di-
rect C → C connections. To speed up the whole analysis
process, next step is to remove isolated actors and very
simple components like isolated dyads. SCN contains a
lot of these components and they do not create any spe-
cial patterns in local structure. After removal of isolated
dyads (circa 23% of actors and 32% of connections of C2C
subnet) we created example subnetwork C2CLP ∗, which
we will use in our experiment (EXP0 ).

4.1.2 Initial Analysis of C2C LP*
As we have our subnetwork C2CLP ∗ prepared we can
start our process of LSA. First thing we have to look af-
ter is how much our network is connected. Using analysis
for determining connected components - weak component
clustering (WCC) analysis we found out, that this net-
work is neither weakly nor strongly connected and there
are 2425 weakly connected components.

Result of WCC analysis showed that in our network there
are many local subnetworks disconnected (components)
from main component (the largest component). In other
words it means the network is partially disconnected, which
simplifies local structure analysis.

Problem will be the largest weakly connected component
(11630 actors, circa 46% of all actors in C2C LP*), which
we need to split into smaller components. From logical
point of view, the most effective way is to select such
actors, which connect dense clusters (local structures) in
this component (bridges). For this task removing of actors
with high betweeness centrality (disregarding direction of
connections) proved to be very successful in disconnecting
components in global structure with good enough preser-
vation of local structure in our experiment. To properly
analyse “large clusters” in network we decided to progress
with disconnecting large clusters. Details of this process
are described in the following part.

4.1.3 Getting Local Structure of C2C LP*
First we take C2C LP* network (1) and run weak com-
ponent clustering (WCC) (2). As a result, the network
was split into clusters (weakly connected components) (3).
After size analysis of created clusters (WC Clusters), we
classify clusters into small (4) and large cluster groups
(5). We use certain size of cluster as threshold; in our
case small clusters are those with size less than 150 ac-
tors. Small clusters we keep as they are and then we work
on splitting of large clusters.

As we mentioned before, our C2C LP* network has a
very low density (∼4*10−5), and the same property have
also large disconnected components in this network (from
1*10−4 to 5*10−3). Opposite to large components small
ones are quite dense (∼1*10−2). After first iteration of
clustering we obtained several thousands of small clus-
ters and one mentioned large cluster (46% of actors) (5),
which will be later disconnected while preserving the local
structure, based on the fact about its density (we will ob-
tain local dense clusters). We just need to choose suitable
actors for removal and best method was to use actors’ be-

Figure 5: Stars

tweeness centrality. After removing of only 5% of actors
with highest betweeness centrality this large component
was disconnected into a group of small components, sat-
isfying given condition (6).

4.1.4 Analysing Common Local Structures
After visualization of components we have seen common
structures disconnected or connected in global structures.
Most common components are company centred “star” as
we can see in Figure 5 and “line” component. In graph
theory, a star Sk is the complete bipartite graph K1,k: a
tree with one internal node and k leaves. Alternatively,
star can be defined as a tree of order k with maximum
diameter 2, in which case a star of k > 2 has k− 1 leaves.
We will use term “star” in looser definition as component
very similar to real star. The most typical components in
analysed company networks are the following ones.

One actor centred stars (Figure 5). In most cases stars
connect a company with some other companies as satel-
lites. This structure represents company which had es-
tablish many other companies and still preserves limited
partnership in them. Due to this fact we can observe one
central company and affiliates around it. Example of this
structure is company “Sunpharma Slovakia s.r.o.” and its
affiliates Sunpharma 1 – 51 (from which only 10 are active
now).

Two or more actor centred stars (Figure 5). In some cases
two or more companies are creating descendant compa-
nies and share limited partnership in them. They share
almost the same amount of connections to their neigh-
bours. This share implies close collaboration in “central”
companies (e.g. “Intrade s.r.o.” and “LJJ s.r.o” they are
limited partners in several common companies – “Intrade
Development, s.r.o.”, etc).

Lines and stars with lines (Figure 6). Remainders of
global structure are visible as part of some kind of lines
or paths. It was usually part of the bridge which was con-
necting component to the rest of the network. On these
lines many stars may be connected. Line consists mainly
from top betweeness actors. New stars are being created
from new isolates, or along the lines as result of network
growth. Typically lines are created between companies
with big separation, where they are connected through a
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Figure 6: Lines and stars with lines attached

chain of companies (as a part of global structure). Other
examples are companies with certain strategy, where ini-
tial company establishes its business, then it found new
company and this next company continues in this way.

Stars with more complex structures (Figure 7). Some
stars are remarkable for their complex structure. In many
cases it has its own hierarchy. This mirrors the fact that
every company has a little bit different strategy of creat-
ing own affiliates. Usually such company attracts many
satellites or feature many “tree” structures attached (e.g.
“STAR FARM s. r. o.”).

Other complex structures (Figure 8). From analysed com-
ponents we can also mention, that some previous struc-
ture patterns are merging together and create more dense
structures. Significant is star with partially complex and
partially simple structure, three or more actors’ centred
stars or clusters with k-core in the centre.

Conclusively this analysis proved that SCN contains cer-
tain significant local structures, this fact allows us as-
sume that these structures are common in such network
and they share structural similarity. Very frequent “star”
structures (one or more centred) are, where these struc-
tures appear in up to 23% of all investigated local struc-
tures. Based on this knowledge we will provide next ex-
periments focused on extracting some regular patterns
(and their cardinality in respect to found local struc-
tures) in local structures and we will call this process
Local Structure Pattern Mining (LSPM).

In this subchapter we presented proposed workflow of
local structure analysis of the Company network. This
workflow can be accustomed to any network with simi-
lar density and local dense structures. This process can
continue with (semi)automatic extraction of acquired po-
sitions and structure pattern recognition (LSPM). The
best way seem to be an analysis of these local structures,
extract and understand the patterns (positions and roles)
from them. Next step is to find suitable representation to
store those patterns and compare (check similarity) with
incoming small clusters.

Figure 7: Complex stars

Figure 8: Complex structures
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Figure 9: LSPM Manager

4.2 Structure Pattern Mining
This subchapter is dedicated to describe and evaluate ex-
periments based on the designed methods In step of data
selection and transformation we selected all data from
SCRN what means all direct connections between com-
panies (C → C) and connections between persons and
companies (P → C). Using this data we executed pro-
jection to 1-MN and obtained projected SCCN. SCCN
is actually weighted company to company network (C2C
P*), which consists of projection of direct connections
from SCRN (C2C D) and projection of indirect connec-
tions (C2C ID). Later in this subchapter we will describe
our experiments (EXP1 and EXP2) with two subnetworks
(C2C D and C2C D+ID) of SCCN. Both subnetworks are
logically one-mode undirected weighted networks, where
C2C D contains projected connections from direct connec-
tions of SCRN and C2C D+ID contains projected connec-
tions from all (direct and indirect) connections of SCRN.
In block relevant data we are referring to these subnet-
works independently, because we will examine local struc-
tures in comparison to each other (to see what influence
direct and indirect connections have on local structures).
For this purpose we will execute LSPM as part of Data
mining and analysis (6) in SCCN.

As we have described LSPM process includes two techni-
cal (sub)processes: one process is decomposition of large
network (disconnecting of network with good-enough lo-
cal structure preservation) and another process is local
structure pattern detection. We have implemented this
process of LSPM in form of a desktop application - LSPM
Manager, which takes any network as input (in form of
xml files) and outputs found patterns (on screen and also
as xml files). Main window of LSPM Manager is shown
on Figure 9.

Important settings of local structure pattern detection al-
gorithm are levels of blockmodeling, what means that we
will blockmodel up to p-partition (for p = 1, p = 2. . . p

Figure 10: LSPM Tryout Example

= n). In our experiments we are using 6-levels (n=6) of
blockmodeling. For every level of blockmodeling we need
to specify what size (minSize[p], maxSize[p] from Figure
4) of local structure the algorithm will blockmodel (each
p-partitioning has its own constraints for size). Minimal
size for each level is 6 and maximal sizes have to be non-
increasing sequence (in our experiments 256, 128, 64, 32,
16, 16). Last important setting of blockmodeling algo-
rithm is to specify minimal fitness (minFit[p] in Figure
4) for well-fitting partition for each level. For decompo-
sition of large components we are setting two important
parameters: remove ratio of top ranked entities (in our
case connections) and strategy of ranking (we can select
random ranking or our multicriterion weighting). Multi-
criterion ranking strategy is based on four main weight
parameters wbv, wbe, wdw and widw which are setting
weights for bridge values, edge betweeness, direct and in-
direct weights of ranked connections. Additional param-
eter for penalising peripheral connections pF can be set.
In our experiments we are using equal weighting for all of
the partial connection rankings.

4.2.1 LSPM Tryout
We first tried our application on a small example of com-
pany network. Let’s have an example as in Figure 10
(left), this example contains several local structures. We
used our LSPM application on this simple network exam-
ple and we identified four local structures (marked in the
Figure 10 on the left side).

On the right side we can see “Image graph” represen-
tation of resulting patterns. Each node of the diagram
represents partition and each edge represents connection
(strong connection - represented by continuous line or fair
connection - represented by dashed line) between parti-
tions. The size of the node represents relative size of
the partition and shades of grey represent interconnec-
tions density within partition. Grey nodes represent very
strongly interconnected partitions (a lot of connections
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Figure 11: Most occurring pattern (right) in
EXP1

between companies within this partition) and white nodes
represent partitions of companies, which are not connected
to each other.

Partitioning images of local structures from our example
can be represented by three mined patterns (in the Fig-
ure 10 on the right side). Pattern A represents specific
structure of 16 companies, where there are two compa-
nies (two companies marked by arrow on the left) in the
centre of the image graph represented by vertex S2. Both
companies are strongly connected to small group of four
companies marked by two dashed lines. These four com-
panies are represented by vertex S0, which is connected to
S2 by solid line (solid line = strong connection). Remain-
ing connected partitions are other peripheral companies
(medium group of 8 companies – M0) and more distant
periphery of 4 companies. This partitioning fits to gen-
eralized ideal blockmodels with precision of 0.8, thus it
means it is not completely precise.

Partitioning (pattern) B (60 companies) is more complex
structure with the following identified positions: there is
a small group of companies, that has connections to other
small group of companies and this group has connections
to large group of companies. This partitioning fits to ideal
blockmodels with precision of 0.9 and represents partial
hierarchical structure (3 levels of hierarchy). Last pattern
C (avg. size of 9 companies) represents two local struc-
ture partitionings and it represents most common local
structure type - a “star”. This pattern fits perfectly on
both structures.

4.2.2 LSPM Experiments
In our experimental verification of structural patterns we
have conducted experiments EXP1 and EXP2 to find and
quantify types of structures that we have found in LSA
experiment – EXP0. As you can see in Table 2 input for
EXP 1 was projected C2C D subnetwork of SCCN and
input for EXP 2 was projected subnetwork C2C D+ID.

In case of EXP1 we were able to analyse 756 suitable
(well-fitting partitioning) local structures, from which 302
patterns were resolved. Partitioning to pattern ratio is
about 2.5:1, which practically says that each third parti-
tioned component was recognized as some type of pattern.
From these more than 21% of partitioned components are
represented by pattern #1 (see Figure 11) and almost 39%
of all resulted partitionings are represented by ten most
frequent patterns as we can see from Table 3.

In case of EXP2 we analysed 2995 suitable local struc-
tures, from which 1013 patters were resolved. Ratio of
partitionings to resolved patterns is 3:1, which is slightly

Figure 12: Results (Patterns) #1-5 as Image
Graphs from EXP1

Figure 13: Results (Patterns) #6-10 as Image
Graphs from EXP1

more analysed structures per found pattern as it was in
EXP1. Different in this experiment is that distribution
of partitionings to patterns is more regular (as you can
see in Table 3, first two patterns are covering 5% of parti-
tioning each) and ten most frequent patterns are covering
almost 25% of all partitionings.

4.2.3 Interpretation of Resulting Patterns
In Figures 12, 13, 14, 15 we can see ten most often oc-
curring patterns from our experiments EXP1 an EXP2.
In case of EXP1 first pattern actually represents a “star”
(one company or more company centred), where there is
strongly inter-connected small group of companies and
these companies have connections to the companies in
other position. As we can see we obtained common local
structures from LSA (experiment EXP0) as patterns in
our LSPM experiment. Pattern #2 is some kind of “star
with more complex structure” as we described in Figure
8. Patterns #3, #6, #9 and #10 are representing varia-
tions of structures similar to “start with lines” described
in Figure 6. Remaining patterns are representing other
complex structures as in Figure 8.

In EXP2 first two patterns are presenting only 10% of all
obtained results, which is little bit less, than we expected.
This is caused by the fact that addition of indirect struc-
ture increases complexity and connectivity of local struc-
tures. One interesting effect of these indirect connections
is that they connect companies in partition, which are
not interconnected in the original CN. That’s why we can
see simple pattern of one strongly connected cluster as
the most occurring pattern from EXP2. It is imaginable
that a lot of “stars” from EXP1 changed into strongly con-
nected cluster (up to k-core) with addition of indirect con-
nections in SCCN. These strongly connected clusters are
represented by Pattern #2 in Figure 14. Several of “stars”
remained unchanged as Pattern #7. Lot of “stars with
lines” changed their structure, mainly by adding connec-
tions within position, thus partition changed from sparse
connected to strongly connected as Patterns #1, #9 and

Figure 14: Results (Patterns) #1-5 as Image
Graphs from EXP2
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Table 2: Experiment EXP1 and EXP2
Input Output

LSPM (Sub)Network Connections Partitionings Patterns
EXP1 C2C D Direct 756 302
EXP2 C2C D+ID Direct & Indirect 2995 1013

Table 3: Experiment EXP1 and EXP2
Order EXP1 EXP2
# Occur. Avg. Fit. Avg. Size Ratio Occur. Avg. Fit. Avg. Size Ratio
1 161 1.0 15.7 21.3 % 148 1.0 7.2 5.0 %
2 54 0.9 6.8 7.1 % 146 1.0 7.3 5.0 %
3 14 0.9 6.2 1.8 % 75 1.0 6.9 2.5 %
4 12 0.9 25.7 1.6 % 68 0.9 6.4 2.3 %
5 12 0.9 8.5 1.6 % 61 1.0 6.5 2.0 %
6 10 0.9 6 1.3 % 55 0.9 6.8 1.8 %
7 9 0.9 6 1.1 % 53 1.0 10.0 1.8 %
8 8 0.8 8 1.1 % 42 0.9 6.8 1.4 %
9 7 1.0 8.3 1.0 % 42 0.9 7.1 1.4 %
10 6 1.0 14.5 0.8% 42 1.0 7.9 1.4 %

Figure 15: Results (Patterns) #6-10 as Image
Graphs from EXP2

#10. But in projected network still exist structures of
stars with line as we see them as Pattern #6, kind of #3,
#4 and #8. From other complex structures two new in-
teresting dense patterns emerged – Pattern #5 and #10.
In #5 there is a central cohesive small group which have
ties to two separate but strongly inter-connected groups
of companies.

4.2.4 Decomposition Strategy
Let’s consider for a moment different setting in the pro-
cess of LSPM on C2C D+ID. We perform EXP2 with
changed strategy for network decomposition, thus we set
in Figure 9 decomposition settings: Strategy not multicri-
terion but random pick (we will select entities randomly –
EXP2’). This will allow us to compare our decomposition
strategy with decomposition based on random removal
and we will see if our network is robust against random
entity removal.

In Table 4 we can see information about EXP2 and EXP2’
experiments. We can notice that number of used decom-
positions (component decompositions) almost tripled in
the process of EXP2’ in comparison to EXP2. This in-
crease in decompositions is caused by inability to prop-
erly disconnect large clusters, thus we needed much more
tries. However even with random decomposition we were
still able to find local structures. These structures come
mainly from smaller and medium clusters. Found result-
ing patterns from EXP2’ are significantly smaller in car-
dinality and also order changed. As you can see the very
dense structures (first two in Figure 14) are still the most
frequent, this is caused by the fact that these dense struc-
tures are very robust against random changes. In EXP2’
we were able to find little less local structures (2804) but
the number of patterns slightly increased (1062). This is

caused by damaging other (not so robust local structures,
e.g. stars) and then they are recognized as other pat-
terns. Cardinality of mined patterns is distributed more
regularly (due to randomness in decomposition) and first
two patterns represent only 6.7% (103 occurrences – 3.7%
and 84 occurrences – 3%) of all partitionings (against 10%
in EXP2).

In this section we experimentally tested our designed meth-
od of advanced local structure analysis. As we can see
SCN features significant parallel local structures, which
are present naturally and they are also present in our pro-
jected company network. Later we verified importance of
proper decomposition method, where we experimentally
revealed signs of robustness in SCCN network. Robust-
ness is feature of real network models.

4.3 Dynamics of SCN
It is true that our projection of SCN enhances the pro-
jected information and makes it easier to view and analyse
the structure characteristics in the network. But this pro-
jection also allows us (with utilization of temporal data)
to conduct analysis of time snapshots of the network in or-
der to get view of dynamic characteristics in this network.
In this subchapter we will deal with dynamic analysis of
SCCN and draw from usefulness of our designed method
of projection.

4.3.1 Snapshots of Projected SCN
One of the important parameters of temporal projection
of SCN is the “now” date (i.e. date for which the snap-
shot should be generated). This date represents a time of
projection, so the age of the connections is calculated to
this time. Setting of this parameter allows us to create
infinite amount of snapshots of SCN in time. In our last
experiment EXP3 we have created 23 “year snapshots” of
SCN as projected C2C network, where first snapshot is
documenting state before the year 1990 and next snap-
shots are generated for subsequent years, always to the
date of 1st January in the year. The snapshot y1990 re-
flects state of the network at the end of the year 1990 (on
31st of December 1990 inclusively). Using these snap-
shots we calculated several statistics which describe some
aspects of dynamics.
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Table 4: Random pick in component decomposition (EXP2’)
Input Process Output

LSPM (Sub)Network Connections Strategy Decompositions Partitionings Patterns
EXP2 C2C D+ID Direct & Indirect Multicriterion 1096 2995 1013
EXP2’ C2C D+ID Direct & Indirect Random 2968 2804 1062

Figure 16: New connections per year

Figure 17: Ended connections per year

4.3.2 Dynamics of Connections in SCN
Evolution of Slovak companies and business made break-
through in 1990, where lot of dynamic changes started in
business area. To this time relationship was really steady
and no significant connections between companies were
observable. From this time changes in ownership of com-
panies and collaboration between companies increased in
their number.

In Figures in this section we can see statistics about con-
nections in SCN. In Figures 16 and 17 we can see time
dependency of creating and terminating connections of
all types (any kind of connection of person actor P to
company C or company C1 to company C2). Amount of
these connections in SCN are represented by continuous
curve, these are common new entries or changes in Busi-
ness register of Slovak republic. From these connections
projected connections are calculated as direct and indirect
connections between companies.

Progress of creating projected connections between com-

Figure 18: Growth in number of connections per
year

Figure 19: Projected network - data downsizing

Figure 20: Snapshot projections – example of
state of live connections

panies is depicted as dashed curve in Figure 16. Conclu-
sively these “Overall” connections (continuous line) can
be transformed into company to company connections by
projections (dashed line). As you can see number of new
“overall” connections per year are steady, but transformed
(projected) C2C connections increase in amount rapidly
as time goes. This is caused by the fact that the number
of new companies is not increasing as fast as the number
of new connections (connections are made between ex-
isting companies mainly by indirect connections). That
means that with increasing number of new connections
the companies are more connected to each other (network
is denser).

In Figure 19 we can see comparison of overall connections
growth and projected C2C connections growth. The situ-
ation is just opposite as it was in creation/termination of
connections. The dynamics of overall connections growth
is fluctuant (you can see rapidly decreased growth in years
1999-2003) but C2C connections are quite solid. This
shows that even if a lot of connections is created or ter-
minated in SCN, the projected C2C Network does not
change rapidly. This might be caused by the fact that
lot of changes in ownership, management and other re-
lationships of companies usually does not affect so much
collaboration between companies.

In Figure 16 we can see amount of connections, which
were created in particular years. Overall connections mean
number of connections in original SCN and C2C are con-
nections from snapshots. In Figure 17 there is depicted
amount of terminated connections during that year (con-
nection was created before that year). Graph in Figure
18 describes “netto” increase of connections from year to
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year, which in fact reflects number of newly created con-
nections (in that year) minus connections which ended.
Graph in Figure 19 shows decreased number of connec-
tions in projected network in time snapshots. C2C Net-
work (continuous curve) is network in original (not pro-
jected) C2C network. Projected C2C Network (dashed
curve) represents projected one-mode C2C Network.

In Figure 20 there are shown all projected connections in
snapshots and connections with certain weight in snap-
shot to demonstrate the effect of aging of connections. As
we see due to the connections’ aging effect the number of
“live” connections does not grow as fast as the number of
all connections.

In this section we briefly analysed dynamics of Slovak
Company Network, where we utilised our projection of
SCN and created snapshots of SCN in time. From the re-
sults of analysis we can conclude that SCN is a type of the
growing network and also features robustness, thus natu-
ral termination of connection (due to changes in business
or legal changes etc.) does not change SCCN Network.

5. Conclusions
Nowadays social network analysis is rapidly developing
field of study. Every day large number of new datasets
emerges from social behaviour of social entities. With
technical development methods of data collection new so-
cial networks can be created and stored. Knowledge dis-
covery and data mining in social networks can bring a lot
of useful information and knowledge. This information
or knowledge can be utilized in various fields like market-
ing, scheduling, logistics or security. New types of social
networks bring new types of network structures and new
aspects of analysis. These new networks can be in form
of one or more-mode networks, where there is often need
of projection to one-mode network. One-mode network
can be very helpful in analysis of network structure. We
know that it is difficult to structurally analyse large-scale
networks and in company networks the global structure is
not as important as the local structure. Thus we proposed
specific method of local structure analysis.

In this paper we introduced problematic of social net-
works and their analysis in general. We elaborated anal-
ysis of specific social networks - company networks and
we pinpointed specific meso-level analysis - local struc-
ture analysis. We identified several aspects of company
network analysis from data preparation through trans-
formation and network decomposition to local structures
analysis.

In our work [12] we achieved several goals in particular:
1. We created a comprehensive data model for company
network, aggregated several sources of network data.
2. We designed temporal based projection of company
networks. In our considerations of temporal projection we
built on with well-known and commonly used approaches
to projections (projections by Newman and Opsahl) and
we executed experiment with this projection (PR1). Later
we combined our method of projection PR1 with specifics
of company data (compositional features) and created im-
proved method PR2 and we executed experiment with
projection PR2.
3. We conducted local structure analysis on our specific
instance of company network to show significant (com-
mon) local structures - corresponding experiment EXP0.

4. We created a method of advanced local structure
analysis "local structure pattern (parallel local structure)
mining", where we presented our design of this pattern
detection process. In this advanced method we utilised
common centralities and introduced new measures to sup-
port large company decomposition in order to get local
structures (good local structure preservation). In order
to achieve this goal we used our method of decomposi-
tion and we integrated it into LSPM process. In order
to create representation of patterns in local structures we
proposed modified method of specific positional analysis
- blockmodeling.
5. We analysed dynamics of Slovak Company Network,
where we utilised temporal projections (time snapshots).

All of the proposed original methods were experimentally
evaluated on concrete real world network - Slovak com-
pany network. Our main contribution is obtaining of new
knowledge about company networks especially our Slovak
company network. Until now we did not registered any
projections or local structure analysis of Slovak company
network, however there are known visualisations of Slo-
vak company network in projects like FOAF, ITLIS and
a few others. We contributed mainly with design of anal-
ysis methods which can be accustomed to any other net-
works with similar properties (large-scale real networks
with dense local clusters). Hopefully this knowledge will
allow other researchers to conduct a lot of other interest-
ing experiments on their own.
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Abstract
Nowadays the VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks) are
the promising research area in which a vehicle can commu-
nicate with other vehicles or infrastructure on a wireless
basis. The deployment of this technology will soon pro-
vide many safety or comfort applications in vehicles. One
of them is an interesting application which is proposed by
PhD thesis and this paper. It combines a few fields in
order to create a new system and query language for ob-
taining data from an image in the VANET environment.
The paper briefly describes the state-of-the-art of VANET
applications related to the image processing and analysis.
It also describes the basic and advanced image processing
algorithms, MPEG-7 standard and QBIC/CBIR systems,
in which data are obtained by descriptions or image fea-
tures. This work is unique in that it proposes a novel
system and language for querying arbitrary objects in the
image. However it is not a standard query to a database.
The image is captured by one or more cameras placed
in a vehicle in real time. The proposed query language
defines what objects have to be recognized in the image
of traffic scene. Thus the system can detect and recog-
nize required objects and their complex spatial relations
in real-time using image processing, image analysis and
computer vision algorithms.
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1. Introduction
Let us imagine that there is a bank robbery and the
police are informed that the robbers have escaped in a
red vehicle with a license plate number beginning with
ZA and ending with AB. In addition the wanted vehi-
cle has a sticker with image of skull with crossbones on
its right side. In case of VANET network or distributed
network consisting of mobile phones with cameras mon-
itoring vicinity in front of a vehicle it would be possible
to use driving vehicles to locate the wanted vehicle. The
requirement which is defined to search for red vehicles
with specific characteristic description could be passed
on vehicles driving in neighborhood near the scene of the
robbery. Vehicles would subsequently process the image
from the camera and search for defined object for some
time. If some vehicle located the wanted object, it would
send message with its current GPS location, direction of
driving and captured picture.

Another interesting example could be finding out current
gas price at particular gas station. A driver would like to
fuel at gas station of preferred brand and would like to find
out where the cheapest gas in surroundings is. Informa-
tion about prices is usually found at gas stations totems
therefore it would be interesting to recognize a totem of
particular gas station and acquire the gas price. A vehicle
which would like to gain such information would have to
create a request where it would be defined what to look
for (a logo of particular gas station with characteristic
features and beneath text numerical information). Subse-
quently, the request would be sent into network and when
another vehicle detects a totem and recognizes its content,
this vehicle could send back result with required informa-
tion such as recognized gas price, a picture of totem and
its GPS location.

To be able to locate such wanted objects, we have to pro-
cess an image obtained by one or more cameras using al-
gorithms of the analysis, image processing and computer
vision. This can be solved in a classic way by designing a
complex algorithm compound of methods in whose bod-
ies there are auxiliary algorithms ensuring given recog-
nition functionality. Creation of an algorithm searching
for particular object for a given purpose, however, may
not be suitable for an environment such as VANET net-
works because a particular algorithm would be required
to be applied and implemented in every vehicle. If it was
not, it would be possible to ensure the transmission of a
specific code to the vehicle, thus ensuring its execution.
But there is a safety issue of such solution (needed e.g.
sandbox). Besides, problematical are also an environment
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heterogeneity (different operating systems), then the size
of the code and the associated time required for trans-
mission which is needed to be reduced in VANET net-
work since communication among vehicles or vehicles and
infrastructure take usually short time because of vehicle
mobility. Better solution would be to divide a complex
task of finding an object into smaller parts, i.e. to im-
plement the necessary basic algorithms and use them as
building blocks to solve the complex task.

By using this idea and for execution of these tasks it
is necessary to exactly specify what objects, where, in
what relation and how to locate these objects in an im-
age. Moreover, in the traffic scene image unconventional
objects can occur which have to be taken into account.
Implementation therefore is not so simple. It is also nec-
essary to solve, in what format and hence the structure
the task will be passed on, how it will be divided into
smaller parts, how to execute them, merge and transform
into required output. This will be the object of the re-
search which output is a proposal of system and language
for querying any objects form an image in VANET envi-
ronment. The proposed system may eventually be used
not only in this environment but also in other areas, as
will be mentioned at the end of the work.

2. The Aim of the Work
The main aim of the work is to design a system and a
language for querying any objects from an image obtained
by sensors capturing traffic scene in front of a vehicle in
VANET environment. Required objects will be automat-
ically detected in this image and recognized based on an
input request.

The system thus allows complex tasks processing in the
field of traffic network image processing and analyzing by
simple subtasks and will define:

• the set of basic and spatial operations for an image;

• low-level image processing and analysis algorithms;

• high-level image processing and analysis algorithms;

• single one interface for processed inputs and out-
puts; and

• language format for querying.

3. Current State-of-the-Art
The term VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Network) is an ad-
hoc network dedicated to wireless communication among
vehicles. Many researchers and vehicle manufacturers ap-
ply themselves to this network with an aim to develop
data transmission standard and applications which are ex-
pected to improve traffic safety in particular by reducing
traffic accidents and congestions, by sparing from travel
time and also to achieve the reduction of air pollution
and energy consumption [5]. Nowadays it is considered
as one of the most important technologies in the field of
intelligent traffic systems [8].

3.1 Applications Using Cameras
VANET network can be conducive to intersections or when
passing other vehicles using cameras mounted in vehicles
as the authors in [3] state. For example, at an intersec-
tion where buildings obscure the driver’s view of his turn

direction, another vehicle which has a view of the direc-
tion in which the first vehicle turns can be conducive.
Thanks to this it is possible to transmit images from the
second vehicle to the first one or to automatically iden-
tify certain potential objects such as pedestrians crossing
the road and thanks to it to alert the driver to be more
careful.

In case of passing other vehicles which are large or have
darkened rear windscreen, through which it is difficult to
see the situation in front of the vehicle, authors in [9]
proposed a protocol for video transmission from a camera
mounted in the passing vehicle. This allows the driver to
have a perfect view of the situation in front of the vehicle
and to pass the vehicle safer.

Another example of using cameras and image processing
in VANET environment is vehicle localization. Authors
Ferreira et al. [2] proposed a vehicle localization protocol
using license plate recognition which is investigated by the
police. After tracing them, their GPS localization will be
sent to the police via a secure transmission so it could not
be able to fiddle with this information.

3.2 Evaluation
VANET networks are prospective future of the automo-
tive industry, as it provides tremendous opportunities in
terms of improving safety or comfort for users. In the
field of image analyzing and processing, many applica-
tions have been proposed. All applications, however, are
specific in that they solve a particular problem of exactly
defined area for which they were designed. Our research
has not yet identified any existing solution that would be
able to search for general information – the objects con-
tained in the image at the request.

Searching for an image by QBIC/CBIR (Query By Im-
age Content/Content-Based Image Retrieval) systems is
based on searching in databases filled with already exist-
ing data which are features obtained from an image such
as color, shape or texture information or other character-
istics describing local or global parts of an image. There
is a certain similarity with our task, yet its aim is not to
search in a database, but to search in an actual image ob-
tained from a camera in real time. Partial solution would
be offered by MPEG-7 standard which in the first place
describes what is in an image using descriptors into XML
document where it is possible to search. Nevertheless, it
is possible by means of DDL and DS to use own descrip-
tors with its own definition and then modify the XML
document in compliance to someone’s idea, the general
searching for exactly what we asked for in certain time
in not being solved. MPEG-7 enables to search only for
something which has been described beforehand.

For this reason, we decided to propose a new system with
language for querying whichever information from image
information which is obtained from one or more cameras
mounted in a vehicle in real time by using image analyz-
ing and processing algorithms. Our proposal, results and
conclusions are in the following chapters.

4. Solution
4.1 Problem Definition
Since the area of the solution is VANET environment and
an image captured from driving vehicles is the center of
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attention, we focus mainly on objects in the image, i.e.
traffic scene objects such as road users, infrastructure, en-
vironment etc. It is important to identify all basic and fre-
quently occurring objects. Besides them there can occur
anything in traffic scene including objects that cannot be
predicted in advance during designing of the system (e.g.
giraffe, plane on the road etc.). Therefore we take into
account such objects during designing of the process.

Every real object has its characteristics - properties. They
make it possible to distinguish objects between each other
and compare them. These objects have properties which
are certain and specific or general to a real object (such
as size, color, shape or texture). Some objects can have a
certain relationship between each other, spatial (position
in an image in global and relatively to other objects) or
temporal (video sequence – a sequence of images in which
a vehicle is a moving object among other objects which
can move too).

If we identify objects, their characteristics and relation-
ship between them, we can use them in designing the lan-
guage for querying from an image capturing the situation
in front of the vehicle. Processed image can be in a form
of one image or video sequence. In this work we focus
on only image processing with one still image, yet we can
use also video sequence without temporal dependencies.
Proposed querying language should therefore make these
following operations possible:

• high-level objects recognition;

• low-level objects recognition;

• basic operations with objects and their properties;

• spatial operations; and

• the length and the condition of termination of the
query execution.

Not only operations, but the format is also important,
as it is proposed for VANET networks environment in
which communication can proceed in short time since ve-
hicles are dynamic objects driving and passing very fast in
traffic. It is also important to minimize the size of trans-
mitted data. Format definition for querying will be the
main object of the research, which appropriate proposal
will enable the processing of above mentioned operations.
Format should meet the following characteristics:

• compact size and minimizing the size of querying;

• simple expression of basic and complex operations
with an image;

• versatility and simple extensibility of the syntax (the
ability to add new functions and extensions).

The format should be defined not only for a query (input
format of requirement), but also for possible answers (re-
sult of a query). Therefore it is necessary to define output
format of response on a query.

The vehicles are required to have at least one camera
which captures the situation in front of the vehicle. In
addition to using camera it would be appropriate to use

Figure 1: Outline of the proposed system from
the network point of view.

other sensors which could improve recognition algorithms
and mainly querying possibilities using GPS sensor, an
accelerometer, a gyroscope etc. GPS sensor in VANET
environment in a vehicle should be always available; there-
fore we assume it is possible to use it mainly for acquiring
such information as position, speed and direction of the
movement.

To summarize the image querying principle we introduce
following procedure in steps shown in Figure 1 as follows:

• Query definition – a query created by query author
(client). It can be created either manually by a per-
son or automatically by an application. In a query
an object of interest is defined, as well as required
output and processing length.

• Query sending to vehicles – a query is sent to one
or more vehicles (query processors) according to de-
fined target area in which the image is supposed to
be processed (the area is defined by e.g. geocast).

• Query processing and output result – the processing
is done in a vehicle either immediately after query
receiving on current image obtained from a camera
or after certain time from video sequence. This is
defined in query. The length of processing can be
limited either by certain time (e.g. 15 minutes), by
event (e.g. required object is found, an engine of a
vehicle was turned off) or by geolocation range in
space (spatial definition is specified by GPS loca-
tion).

4.2 Image Objects
Objects will be the basis for work with queries, since they
are the object of our interest. It can be real objects such
as building, roads, people, traffic signs or low-level objects
representing parts of an image according to certain prop-
erties, e. g. areas with red color or areas with triangle or
other shape.

In order to identify as many real objects in a traffic scene
as possible we drove our car with a camera mounted in
front of windshield. Using the camera we recorded many
videos on roads in the city of Žilina (Slovakia) and its sur-
roundings. Based on processing and evaluating of these
videos we have identified some important objects:

1. Sky (sun, clouds, weather condition)
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2. Mountains

3. Roads (road, traffic lane, sidewalk) and intersections

4. Horizontal traffic signs

5. Vertical traffic signs

6. Traffic lights

7. Texts

8. Vehicles

9. People

10. Animals

11. Buildings and lampposts

12. Trees, bushes

13. Lakes, rivers

14. Flying objects in the air

4.2.1 General Object
In order to recognize unknown objects, we define the so-
called general object which is composed of a model con-
sisting of set of templates with a description. This model
will be directly incorporated into query so it could be pos-
sible to refer to it and be used in a query.

To use this model in querying there are two possibilities:

• Implementation independent – the processor (a ve-
hicle performing a query) will be sent one or more
source images representing various views of the ob-
ject. Then an algorithm of processor will be exe-
cuted in order to detect object of interest (choice of
appropriate algorithm is on the processor).

• Implementation dependent – the processor will not
be sent complete images, but only their descriptions
(created by algorithms such as SIFT, MPEG-7 de-
scriptors or others), or possibly in advance trained
model of a certain learning network (e.g. neuron
network; in this case a model of network with weights
of particular neurons would be sent). This solution
requires consistently used algorithms on both sides
(the client and processor).

The simplest solution would be the first option because
the choice of the algorithm will not be dependent on both
sides, yet only on the processor side which can implement
any algorithm which is universal and has good results.
On the other hand, this solution requires one or more
images transmission and transmitting time depends on
the size of these images. Both solutions have advantages
and disadvantages therefore we would recommend using
one of them depending on the need. If a speed is needed,
it is possible to use implementation dependent algorithms
but it is necessary to define at least one of them.

After analysis we suggest that the general object model
would contain following parts:

• Unique model identifier in order to refer to it in a
query.

• Object properties – deformability, motionlessness etc.

• Views of model which are expressed either in form of
a set of source images, features or a learning network
model. In order to recognize an object, source im-
ages would represent the object from different view-
points (especially if the object is not symmetric) and
also capture its various visual aspects in case of de-
formability and especially in such positions it can
frequently be seen.

• Described parts of the model which make up the
model (e.g. if there is a view of rear part of a car, we
can see a trunk, right and left light, part of right and
left wheel etc.). Parts are defined for every view-
point and will have given position in order to refer
to them in query. In addition it allows finding out
objects if they are visible or if they are in relation
with other objects.

In addition, the model could contain description based
not only on one method but also on several. Then it
would be on the processor to choose one of the methods.
For example, if it can work with SIFT and is defined in
the model, it can use it for detection. If it contains better
detection algorithm, it can use source files of images unless
they are enclosed in query.

4.3 Query System
After identifying image objects we will introduce a princi-
ple and proposal of the query system where these objects,
their properties and relationships with other objects will
be expressed by means of queries which can be subse-
quently processed in vehicles.

Figure 2: Query as complex task composed of N
elementary tasks.

At querying of image objects we can look at as a com-
plex task which can be decomposed into simpler tasks and
these interconnect (Figure 2). Thanks to these intercon-
nections the sets of image objects will pass in left-to-right
direction and will be processed in elementary tasks. When
we get to last elementary task during query processing, it
depends on its output what happens next (Figure 3). If
the output is nonempty set, the result will be sent in form
which is defined at the end of the query. If the output of
the query is an empty set, it depends on definition of the
request whether the query will be re-processed or termi-
nated. If the query will be terminated, a response could
be sent. This behavior was chosen for a reason that it is
very often necessary to search for an object in an image
which is likely not to be presented there. Therefore we
need cyclic query processing until the result is obtained
which is nonempty set. Then an empty set will represent
unsuccessful output (i.e. required object is not found).

Processing of an image query therefore means execution
of elementary tasks involved in sequentially concatenating
sequence. Elemental task represents any basic operation
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Figure 3: The proposed system of processing a
query from the beginng to the end.

with the image, which can be detection, localization or
classification of objects, relations between them, selection
and other basic image processing algorithms.

4.3.1 Inputs
The input is defined by a client (a query creator). In
this query, it is important to determine what to perform,
when to terminate the processing and what to send as a
response. Such information is possible to write in a given
defined format, e.g. XML, JSON or others. Since we will
work with VANET environment, the format should be as
compact and small as possible because of the transmis-
sion. Our aim is not to exactly define format in which
data will be transmitted via the network, but only define
a query format in which it will be processed (i.e. what
and which parts are important in a query). Therefore,
we define mandatory and optional data in order to eas-
ier describe the inputs and outputs by following proposed
notation:

Particular items mean:

• INPUT – defines a unique query identifier, which is
also used in the output response.

• MODEL – a definition of general object recognition
model. Definition of the model is optional, unless
we require recognition of object, which is unknown
and undefined in the system.

• TERMCONDITION – a termination query condition. It
is optional field in case of a query with quick re-
sponse (if only one still image to be processed is
required) and necessary if we want to process more
images by cyclically (video sequence). Specified con-
dition then determines when the processing loop fin-
ishes.

• REQANSWER – determines whether we always require
result, even if the query fails (when an empty set of
last task was returned).

• QUERY – a definition of a query. It is mandatory
field, which allows you to define what to process in
the image and what objects with characteristics are
required to obtain. The last elemental task will de-
fine the output of the query. Composition of query
and possible operations will be further addressed in
the following sections.

4.3.2 Outputs
As a result of the output can be everything what is needed
by a client, e.g. original image result captured by the
camera or only some part of the image where are one
or more objects of interest, GPS coordination, common
value (number, text, Boolean value) containing required
information (the number of objects, recognized text, li-
cense plate number etc.) or their combination. The out-
put of the processing can be expressed as follows:

4.3.3 Image Object
The basis for work with queries is an image object which
is an input and output of elementary tasks. It represents
low-level or high-level object in an image. In order to use
it in elementary tasks, in this part we define its structure
and particular properties it should possess.

Figure 4: An image object from global viewpoint.
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The image object consists of an image and data. The
image represents a view of traffic scene or a segment of
real object (high-level) as well as low-level object of traf-
fic scene. Data describes mainly the object and can be
classified into following two types:

• Specific object data – properties which define par-
ticular content of the image. For every image ob-
ject they will be different (e.g. for low-level object
segments it will be color of parts after the segmen-
tation, for a vehicle properties such as producer’s
brand, view, type, license plate number, color etc.).

• Auxiliary data – allows handling of the image and
its parts. We identify this basic properties that will
contain each derived image object:

– Objects – a collection of key-value pairs that
allows storing image objects obtained in the
image. The key is the type of object (e.g. ve-
hicle, road sign, skull, etc.) and a value is a set
of visual objects.

– The parent object – a reference to the parent,
which is another image object. If it does not
have a parent as in case of root traffic scene
image it will have empty value.

– Position in the image – a rectangle of absolute
coordinates refers to the main root image ob-
ject of traffic scene.

An example of image object represented in UML class di-
agram with two other derived classes is shown in Figure
5. First two properties are chosen because it is necessary
to store data and, furthermore to move in an image in or-
der to handle of data. If we look at any image, there are
various objects in this image which contain other objects
and these can contain other objects. So it is possible to
see how the objects are encapsulated within the hierarchy
of other objects. For this reason, we chose a tree struc-
ture that allows us not only to store the individual image
objects as tree nodes at various levels, but also allows
movement and processing of objects, their properties, re-
lations, and other operations.

Figure 5: Image object (top) as the base class from
which particular classes are inherited (examples).

Figure 6 shows a simple tree of image objects structure.
Image of traffic scene is also an image object that is the
root of tree and contains additional image objects (ve-
hicles and traffic signs). Traffic scene is composed of a
collection of image objects that are classified in two types
of keys - vehicles and traffic signs. In them there are lists

Figure 6: Example of tree of image objects (or-
ange rectangles represent image objects, white
rectangles represent types).

of specific image objects which in the example for vehi-
cles are three instances of vehicles (red, white, blue) and
in case of traffic signs there are two sings of no overtak-
ing occurring at different positions in the image. Besides
in the first vehicle the license plate number was detected
and recognized. License plates of other vehicles were not
found, because of low resolution.

In addition to defined properties an image object will have
a large number of basic methods, i.e. operations which
can handle and edit the image, for example adjustment of
brightness, smoothing using Gaussian, median and others
which were described in theoretical part of dissertation
thesis. In addition there will be mentioned another used
operation which is Crop. Crop operation enables to cut
the part of image according to given coordinates. Thanks
to this we can work with small parts of the image and thus
spare computing time instead of processing the overall
image.

4.3.4 Operations
In a query as a complex task consisting of elementary
tasks these tasks are representing mainly operations with
image objects and their properties. Their input and out-
put as well will be an ordered set of image objects in
which image objects can be searched for, adjusted, con-
nected etc.

Figure 7: The principle of elementary task pro-
cessing with inputs and outputs (image objects).

We introduce the following operations (by category):

• Input and output functions:

– GETIMAGE – grabs an image from a camera or
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another image source and converts it to an im-
age object. Captured image represents traffic
scene as a root image object. Image object in-
cludes some metadata such as current time and
index of camera used for acquisition.

– RESULT – returns a set of objects defined by an
expression of query being its argument as query
result.

• Object searching function:

– FINDOBJECTS – detects and recognizes requested
image objects in the input set of image objects.
In addition to returning set of image objects,
for every image object it stores found objects
into a collection of image objects in order to
create the hierarchy of tree structure (tree of
image objects).

• Manipulation operations:

– WHERE – selection is an operation for filtering
the input set of image objects by the condition
given by lambda argument.

– SELECT – operation for transforming each item
from the input set of image objects using the
expression given as the operation argument.

• Set operations:

– UNION – unifies two sets of image object into
one.

– INTERSECTION – set intersection between the
input set and the output set.

– MINUS – makes the difference of two sets of im-
age objects.

• Operations with temporary data:

– SAVE – stores a set of image objects into tem-
poral data storage.

– LOAD – loads a set of image objects from tem-
poral data storage.

• Spatial operations:

– RIGHTOF – selects such image objects that are
on the right side of other image objects.

– LEFTOF – select such image objects that are on
the left side of other image objects.

– ABOVE – selects such image objects that are
above other image objects.

– BELOW – selects such image objects that are be-
neath other image objects.

– IN – selects such image objects that are in other
image objects.

– OUT – selects such image objects that are out
of other image objects.

– NN – operation of the nearest neighbor selects
one or more elements of input set whose dis-
tance to all the image element of the second
set is the smallest.

– DISTANCE – selects such elements of the set where
the distance between all the elements to ev-
ery visual element of the second set is typed
lambda expression.

• Other functions which do not work with image ob-
jects and which can be used within lambda expres-
sions or at the end of query:

– GPS – provides basic information from GPS such
as latitude, longitude, altitude and more.

– QUERYINFO – provides information about query,
processing time, supported objects for recogni-
tion and also description of methods in order
to recognize general objects.

4.3.5 Lambda Calculus
Since the main part of many functions is manipulation
either with its image object, its properties or other ob-
jects, in the process of query execution we begin with
image lambda calculus established in [7] and syntax par-
tially modified according to C# language. Using lambda
expressions provides flexibility and enables to simply ex-
press any operations with objects. In many operations it
is necessary to process the set of objects therefore by the
means of lambda expression we define own function which
calling will be done by expression of every element of the
set.

Lambda expression will be written in following form:

header => body

It consists of three parts:

• header – is a list of input variables which are usu-
ally referred as lambda-variables. In our case the
majority of them will be image objects therefore one
variable will be most often of an image object type.

• => – lambda operator that separates the header and
the body. In standard notation a dot ’.’ or vertical
line ’|’ is most commonly used. Since both signs
will be used for different purposes we introduce a
composite character consisting of an equal to and
larger than characters as we were inspired by C#
language.

• body – in this part a notation of what to perform will
be introduced. The output value will be obtained
after beta-reduction, i.e. application of lambda ex-
pression.

A simple example of the lambda expression could be e.g.:

sky => sky.WeatherCondition

The sky is an image object which as a one parameter
in the header passes to the body of the function defined
by lambda expression. In it we call the property Weath-

erCondition which returns the value of the state of the
weather and is a result of the lambda expression.

Another example could be:

licensePlate => licensePlate.Text.StartWith(’ZA’)

AND licensePlate.Text.Length = 5

In this case an image object placed in the licensePlate

variable passes to the lambda expression which is used in
the lambda body to find out if its property Text begins
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with letters ZA and in the same time if its length is equal
to 5 letters. The output of lambda expression is therefore
a Boolean logic value expressing the truthfulness of given
expression.

4.3.6 Query Composition and an Operator |
A query can be composed by defined operations which are
sequentially interconnected in one line. To interconnect
particular steps an operator | (vertical line) will be intro-
duced which is not only separator of particular operations
but it also allows passing outputs on inputs of following
operations (Figure 8):

Figure 8: Block scheme of inputs and outputs of
operator |.

An input and an output are the same image objects with-
out any modification. Resultant connection of several
commands and thus operations with an image will as fol-
lowing:

operation1 | operation2 | ... | operationN

and the final operation operationN will return the total
query output.

4.4 Query Examples
To demonstrate using of proposed language for a system of
sequential processing query we introduce several following
examples.

4.4.1 Traffic Scene Image
A return of an image from the front camera means the
simplest query which can be expressed:

GETIMAGE

Formally, this operation returns an image object which
encapsulates an image obtained from a camera. For sim-
plicity, in this section we use a term image as a synonym
for an image object.

If we require an image from a rear camera we can use:

GETIMAGE(’rear’)

In these simple queries we do not have to use an output
operation RESULT or an operator |, because we do not
require to send back other data than an image and do
not use other operation. If we wanted to send back a
GPS position together with an image we use an output
operation RESULT:

GETIMAGE(’rear’) |

RESULT(image => image, GPS.Position)

Obtained image as an input is passed to operation RESULT

where items required to be send back are defined. Specif-
ically, we define an image and GPS position as result of
query.

4.4.2 A Vehicle Searching
Another example is a red vehicle searching. A query thus
can be built to search for all vehicles in the whole image
and next to look at their color or a red color will be found
at first place and thus obtained parts of segments will be
searched for a vehicle.

In both examples, it is needed to obtain an image from a
camera and subsequently to find objects in this image. A
front camera will be used. The first way:

GETIMAGE | FINDOBJECTS(’vehicle’) |

WHERE(vehicle => vehicle.Color = ’red’)

Expressed query means: obtain a traffic scene image from
a front camera (GETIMAGE) in which search for a vehi-
cle (FINDOBJECTS) and then from the set of vehicles filter
those whose color is red (WHERE). The output is thus a set
of red cars.

If we look closely at this expression, GETIMAGE will re-
turn an image object representing a traffic scene image
obtained from a camera. This will be passed on a func-
tion FINDOBJECTS which in this image object will detect
all vehicles and return them as a set of image objects
representing all found vehicles in this image (nothing or
more). Since we require getting only red vehicles, in the
next step a selection operation (WHERE) will be performed
with condition to filter vehicles that the dominant vehi-
cle color is red. As we require the selection operation to
be universal, we use the lambda expression in which a
required condition is described. Selection operation fil-
ters the set of vehicles so that its output will be only red
vehicles.

Another way of a red vehicle searching:

GETIMAGE | FINDOBJECTS(’red segment’) |

FINDOBJECTS(’vehicle’)

Again we obtain a traffic scene image object which will be
sent to the function to search for red areas. It returns a
set of image objects with red segments. Since we want to
look for vehicles objects only in these areas, the following
operation FINDOBJECTS is chosen.

To express more complex query we use a motivation ex-
ample from the Introduction section, i.e. searching for
a red vehicle with some incomplete license plate number
beginning with ZA and ending with AB with a picture of
a skull situated on the right. This query can be expressed
as follows:

GETIMAGE | FINDOBJECTS(’vehicle’) |

WHERE(vehicle => vehicle.Color = ’red’ AND

vehicle.View = ’rear’) |

FINDOBJECTS(’license plate’) |

WHERE(licensePlate =>

licensePlate.Text.StartWith(’ZA’) AND

licensePlate.Text.EndWith(’AB’)) |

SELECT(licensePlate =>

licensePlate.ParentObject.Crop(

licensePlate.Position

.Increase(0,100,400,100))) |

FINDOBJECTS(’skull’) |

RESULT(skull => skull.ParentObject, GPS.Position,

GPS.Heading, skull.GetRootObject)
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Figure 9: Sequence of searching for a red vehicle
with a skull picture in an example of three vehicles
where one of them meet the given description.

There is a premise that the model of the skull called skull
was defined on the input together with a query as general
object. Otherwise, the last operation will send back an
empty set because this identifier will not be recognized
within FINDOBJECT function. The entire sequence of steps
is shown also in Figure 9.

5. Implementation and Solution Verification
In order to verify proposed solution, we decided to imple-
ment a part of the system using .NET platform and the
programming language C# with LINQ technology. Be-
sides, we use an external library EmguCV designed for
an image processing and analysis and computer vision
applications.

5.1 System LINQ to Images
We have proposed several classes and interfaces which to-
gether with extension methods, EmguCV and LINQ to
Objects form a system for querying. Therefore, from this
query technology point of view, we named our implemen-
tation of the system similarly to LINQ to Images. We
did not implement all objects and properties which are
described in the work but only the basic ones on which it
is possible to refer to and verify solution usability.

For object recognition we used several existing and a few
own algorithms. From those existing we used e.g. pedes-
trian detector using a histogram-based gradients, text
recognition based on tesseract-ocr, license plate recogni-
tion and SURF detector and descriptor. From our own
algorithms we implemented color segmentation searching
and Slovak traffic signs recognition.

Generally, the system simulates VANET environment there-
fore it is possible to not only process an image obtained
from a camera but also from a different source in order

to test it. As we found out, the system can be used not
only for VANET environment for which it was originally
designed but also for conventional image processing and
prototyping.

5.2 Solution Verification
Query system functionality demonstration was shown in
three examples in the dissertation thesis. Here will be
shown only one of them – simple searching for the gas
station totem with list of prices (number values).

Query represents searching for a gas station totem which
is an example of simple searching for an unknown object
which is not integrated in our system. Therefore a general
model will be created using image of a gas station logo.
Then appearance of the logo could be recognized by means
of SURF algorithm in this image from camera. If it will
be found then we can extend an area beneath the logo
and search for text in it. If at least one of them contains
text value a result of the query is an image of the totem
with GPS position.

As unknown object an image of Shell station logo will be
used. Following sequence of processing steps is also shown
in a diagram in Figure 11.

var result = Camera.GetImage()

.ConvertToImageObjects()

.FindObjects(new GenericImageObject(logoShell))

.Select(logo => logo.ParentObject.Image.Copy(

logo.GetInflatedRootPosition(

20, 20,

20, logo.Image.Height * 2

)

).ConvertToImageObject())

.FindObjects<TextImageObject>()

.Where(text => Regex.IsMatch(text.Text, @"\d"))

.Result(text => new { Totem = text.ParentObject,

Gps = Gps.GetPosition() });

Since we use a camera which can return an image or
a set of images of type Image<Bgr, byte>, which is a
type representing a colorful image from EmguCV library
we have created our own extension method ConvertTo-

ImageObjects(). This method converts images into im-
age objects of type ImageObject. Using this step we can
use other extending methods and thus LINQ to Images.
Subsequently, an image of Shell gas station logo will be
searched for (FindObjects) in this image obtained from
a camera. If the logo is found in the image, its area is ex-
pand by 20 pixel left, 20 pixel top, 20 pixel right and bot-
tom 2 times the found logo height will be cut out of parent
image object (i.e. traffic scene). Since we work with an
image of type Image<Bgr, byte>, we convert this clipped
image into an image object (ConvertToImageObject). By
this step, potential areas will be obtained from this image
where a totem could be found. Therefore in the next step
possible texts will be detected. Based on selection opera-
tion there will be filtrated only those texts which contain
a number in a required form specific for a gas price (we
are testing by regular expression). Finally, in the output
(Result) a parental image will be chosen and sent back
which is likely a totem image with GPS position.
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Figure 10: Diagram of some important classes of proposed system.

Figure 11: Sequence of traffic scene image pro-
cessing aimed to find a gas station totem accord-
ing to the shell logo.

In order to point out the simplicity of our solution we
have rewrite testing examples and compared numbers of
lines with numbers of commands necessary to perform
the same task. Because of the length of source codes we
do not show them. Obtained information is shown in
Table 1. The number of code lines reflects a number of
all lines separated by CR/LF characters, and empty lines
are counted as well, however, we do not take into account
commentaries. The number of commands is a number
of those expressions which are separated by a semicolon

mark or by end of brace. In case of loops or conditions
where brace is missing we add one command. In addition,
in Table 1 we introduce in case of traditional solution
in brackets a total number or lines or commands which
are valid for a complete code (included code of colorful
segments, pedestrians, signs detector).

In case of LINQ to Images, commands can be written as
one expression, although it consists of several operations
which can be written in several lines or in one line. For
better clarity we have written down every method calling
in one line in introduced example. It is important to stress
the compactness of this way which not only shortens the
length and time of writing a code, but thanks to small
size enables also a rapid query transmission therefore it is
suitable for being used in VANET environment. In Table
2, there is introduced additional comparison of proposed
solution with traditional.

6. Conclusion
In dissertation thesis we devoted to an idea of a query
processing for image objects obtaining in VANET envi-
ronment. The creator of query, which can be a man or
a machine, in this network creates a requirement in de-
fined format and sends it via V2V or V2I communication
to vehicles. Vehicles as query processors receive this re-
quirement and start processing in real time according to
defined task. The basis is to obtain one or more images
from a camera in which so called image objects will be
found and processed. These image objects could be ei-
ther real traffic scene objects or low-level objects.
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Table 1: Comparison of lines and commands number of proposed system (LINQ to Images) with a
traditionally written code.

1st example 2nd example 3rd example

LINQ to
Images

Traditional
solution

LINQ to
Images

Traditional
solution

LINQ to
Images

Traditional
solution

Number of
code lines 5 26 (71) 7 45 (162) 8 24 (318)

Number of
commands 1 12 (39) 1 32 (95) 1 12 (192)

Table 2: Comparison of proposed (LINQ to Im-
ages) and traditional solution.

LINQ to Images
Traditional

solution

Safety
execution

Yes (prepared
functions and
operations do
not enable to

perform unsafe
operations)

Rather not

(depends on
interpreter or

system in which
the code will be

performed)

Code size
Small (enables
faster network
transmission)

Often large

(large code
means longer
transmission

time)

Code writing
time

Short (usage of
several linked
commands,
saves time)

Longer

(necessity to
write complete
source code)

Usage in
VANET

Yes (safe
execution, small

format size,
universality,

independence
on operating

system)

Not (possibility
of unsafe code,
implementation

dependent
code)

In order to propose the query system and language we
were inspired by SQL language, MPEG-7 standard and
lambda calculus theory. Proposed solution allows to easily
process complex tasks in field of an image processing by
using a query.

It is important to stress that the practical part of pro-
posed solution is strongly dependent on implementation
of high-quality methods and algorithms of image process-
ing, analysis and computer vision. In addition, our pro-
posed solution is implementation independent. To verify
solution we used C# language in which we implemented a
part of the system. This allowed us not only to verify the
functionality and the correctness of the solution, but it
provided a system which can be used outside VANET en-
vironment as well, e.g. as a traditional image processing
supplement.

In summary the advantages of the proposed query lan-
guage are as follows:

• Suitability for an usage in VANET environment

– Safe code execution – there are not allowed un-
safe operations, but only operations related to
an image.

– Small size of a query format – it enables rapid
transmission in VANET environment where it
is important to minimize communication time.

– Implementation independent – an expression
in a language with the possibility to be used
in various operating systems if there is system
implemented.

• Compact and transparent code – concise and simple
query code allows to express complex task of objects
searching in an image.

• It is not necessary to write a complex code, a com-
pact formulation is reducing time to write a code
which means less programming as well.

• Potential to be used by people or machines that
do not have experiences with image processing (you
only need to appropriately define query by object
approach).

• Universality – we do not have to complicatedly change
the code in case we want to change something.

• Re-usability – after the addition new objects to recog-
nition system it is possible to use the system in any
field. It can be used not only in VANET environ-
ment but also for searching for objects in an image
or videos in a database.

This work supplements and follows up with dissertations
which are dealing with VANET problematic at our fac-
ulty, e.g. communication protocol proposed by Bača [1]
or work of Janech [4] or Lieskovský [6].

6.1 Scientific Contribution
The scientific contribution lies mainly in the idea of using
queries for image processing in real time in VANET envi-
ronment. So far in examining current state-of-the art we
have not met with a system that would allow recognizing
any objects in an image based on defined request and even
outside VANET environment. While there are solutions
for image querying, but most of them are built to search
in large databases (image retrieval), which are based on
searching extracted metadata from the image data.

Therefore we proposed a language enabling to create a
query which defines what to search for in an image and
how to process it. The query represents a complex task
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of image objects searching which is possible to decompose
into smaller, so called elementary tasks. These tasks rep-
resent interconnected operations in sequence successive-
ness based on which it is possible to handle with image
and its parts. The very principle of the system and lan-
guage was based on object-based approach of the image
parts as objects. An image capturing a traffic scene from
a vehicle contains real objects which consist of other ob-
jects and these can consist of other embedded objects.
This image itself is also an image object as well. Similar
embedding can be found in low-level objects segments.
This embedment can be subsequently represented by an
image objects tree, in which it is possible to traverse when
querying.

The basis of the system is searching for known objects
which can be found in a traffic scene from a vehicle point
of view. These high-level objects were described together
with their properties in this work. The system should
therefore know how to find them in optimal way based on
existing state-of-the-art algorithms of an image analysis
and computer vision. Since it is not possible to incor-
porate all objects into the system, we proposed so called
general model of an object which is based on images or
prearranged data which enable to detect any object in an
image.

Although, the language for query processing is proposed
for VANET environment, it is possible to use its ideas
in other fields. Within the verification of the solution we
implemented proposed system and integrated with LINQ
technology as well as with EmguCV library for image pro-
cessing. They create very good means for work with an
image, especially for prototyping and rapid handle with
image. After adding new objects to recognition system,
the proposed solution enables people who have no or very
small knowledge of image processing to process an im-
age. Therefore it brings a possibility of rapid develop-
ment of new applications using an image processing with-
out knowledge of complex algorithms. For this reason we
are going to publish implemented system as library or to
integrate our solution directly into EmguCV.

6.2 New System Applications
Proposed query language and sequence processing were
primarily designed for tasks in VANET environment. As
was shown, the queries can be processed outside VANET
network as well.

Another example could be today widely spread intelli-
gent mobile phones, so called smartphones which are no
longer ordinary phones for voice communication but pow-
erful computers containing several sensors and technolo-
gies. Thanks to mobile applications, smart phones can be
used for any purpose. One of them is a navigation appli-
cation for a vehicle able to navigate by the means of maps
and GPS. If we created a stand-alone application or in-
cluded our system into a navigation application, a phone
would enable to process queries, which could be utilized
for specific traffic data collection, e.g. traffic signs. Of
course, user’s permission would be needed.

As an example can be used also updating data about the
road such as traffic signs location and position. In a
database it is stored that at a particular GPS position
there is located a traffic sign (GPS position, location –
left, right of the road, on the column, neighboring sign,

background and further additional information). When
a vehicle gets into this position surrounding, it could pe-
riodically perform a query and when it finds out that it
has not found such traffic sing or found but is changed,
it will write this information into the database and via
internet connection send updated data to the server for
further processing.

Another area of application of proposed system and query
language could be for learning students or users – enthusi-
asts who start becoming familiar with field of image pro-
cessing. They could easily and fast create a prototype,
search for defined objects in an image and study their
properties.

End users who could search for objects of interest in their
own collection of digital content can be mentioned as an-
other example. In today digital age a number of photos
and videos are increasing thanks to widely accessible mo-
bile phones, cheap cameras, tablets or other computer
devices. The amount of data is increasing not only on the
Internet, but also on user’s disk. For better orientation,
searching for image objects would be convenient.

6.3 Further Research
Avenues for further research can be seen in an extension
of the system for spatio-temporal data processing (third
dimension involvement – time). It will be necessary to
propose new operations related to time connection which
are used for objects tracking.

The next area of research can be seen in an optimization
of proposed queries to detect certain items of querying
which do not have to be performed at all or they can be
performed much more effectively.

An interesting area would also be recognition and identi-
fication of a vehicle, with which we would like to commu-
nicate in VANET. This would enable to perform complex
queries based on partial queries which could be required
by vehicle form other vehicles. It enables to find out which
vehicles have direct view of an object of interest so we
could communicate with them easier and directly in or-
der to accomplish the main query.
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The Czech ACM Chapter & Slovakia ACM Chapter Student
Project of the Year (ACM SPY) Competition is a competition
seeking for the best master thesis in the field of informatics and
information technologies. The ACM SPY 2013 was organized
under auspices of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports,
Czech Republic.

The ACM SPY competition represents a partnership of univer-
sities and industry with aim to advance excellence in education
by supporting students in their theses projects. Profinit company
and its partners (Microsoft, Canon, Ekonom) take care of organi-
zation, publicity and awards, and universities are responsible for
motivating faculty (particularly through supervisors) to submit
best theses to the competition and guarantee the whole evalu-
ation process. Association for Computing Machinery (ACM),
the world’s largest educational and scientific computing society,
guarantees the quality of the competition.

The ACM SPY competition has been organized now for fourth
year. It was built on previous experience with ACM Student
Research Competition organized by the Czech ACM Chapter in
years 2004–2009 — a local version of a corresponding competi-
tion organized by ACM in USA, where students compete within
the frame of ACM Research Conferences — and Diploma The-
sis Competition organized by Profinit company in 2008–2009.
The ACM SPY competition started in format similar to ACM
Student Research Competition — students submitted their the-
ses and a board of judges evaluated the theses in several rounds
starting with a selection of the best theses published in the ACM
SPY Gallery through the selection of the best of best theses
which advanced to the Finals, and finally ending up with the
ACM SPY first place winner.

The first two selections were done by the Czech and Slovak uni-
versities. Each faculty of university could submit up to 10 best
master theses, but no more than 10 % of IT masters theses de-
fended in the faculty in academic year 2012/2013. The faculty
also selected the best one of these best theses. Next, the board of
ACM SPY judges consisting of university professors evaluated
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the best of best theses submitted by the universities. Evaluation
criteria were (in order of priority):

• research aspect

• experimentation aspect

• realization aspect

• state of the art retrieval aspect

ACM SPY 2013 received best theses from 16 faculties of the
following 14 Slovak and Czech universities:

• Brno University of Technology

• Charles University in Prague

• Comenius University in Bratislava

• Czech Technical University in Prague

• Masaryk University in Brno

• Mendel University in Brno

• Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice

• Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava

• Technical University of Košice

• University of Economics in Prague

• University of Matej Bel in Banská Bystrica

• University of West Bohemia in Pilsen

• University of Žilina

• VŠB-Technical University of Ostrava

The these were selected from more than 2 000 IT master theses
successfully defended at participating faculties. Each author of
best submitted thesis created a poster presenting the key con-
cepts of his/her research. The posters together with all the best
theses selected by universities are published in the ACM SPY
Gallery now (www.acm-spy.sk, www.acm-spy.cz).

The ACM SPY 2013 Finals was held on November 27, 2013 in
Prague (hosted by Czech Technical University in Prague). All
finalists presentations were of high quality. Participation in the
Finals was a proof of professional level of contestants and their
home universities. The first place winner was Josef Kokeš with
his cryptoanalysis of Baby Rijndael cipher was selected based
on the submission and presentation by ten judges (three repre-
senting industry and seven representing universities).

We give below a list of winners of the Finals together with short
description of their work. The theses were from various fields,
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such as cryptoanalysis, information retrieval, computer vision,
information systems, software engineering and computer net-
works. Some of the thesis resulted in scientific papers that are
or going to be published. Some of the references are presented.

The first place winner, Josef Kokeš (supervised by Róbert Ló-
rencz, Faculty of Information Technology, Czech Technical Uni-
versity in Prague) shows in his thesis “Cryptoanalysis of Baby
Rijndael Cipher” that Baby Rijndael cipher is a good approx-
imation of Rijndael cipher, performs linear cryptoanalysis and
extends the results to the full Rijndael cipher. Weaknesses found
in lighter Baby Rijndael Cipher may lead to break the full Rijn-
dael cipher.

Second place winner, Lukáš Kekely (supervised by Jan Kořenek,
Faculty of Information Technology, Brno University of Technol-
ogy) designed a software controlled hardware acceleration sys-
tem for high-speed networks in his thesis “Hardware Accelera-
tion of Network Security and Monitoring Applications”. It uses
FPGA card for high-speed processing of 100 Gbps networks.
The thesis resulted in a publication [1].

Third place winner, Martin Líška (supervised by Petr Sojka, Fac-
ulty of Informatics, Masaryk University, Brno) describes a prob-
lem of searching in mathematical formulae in his thesis “Evalu-
ation of Mathematics Retrieval”. The work deals with a system
for mathematics retrieval and its evaluation. The thesis resulted
in several publications. Evaluation results in a competition in
Tokyo are described in [2].

Fourth place winner, Ján Súkeník (supervised by Peter Lacko,
Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies, Slovak
University of Technology, Bratislava) focuses on avoiding errors
in source codes caused by duplicated code in his thesis “Source
Code Analysis using Abstract Syntax Trees”. The thesis resulted
in a publication [4].

Fifth place winner, Karel Lenc (supervised by Jiří Matas, Fac-
ulty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in
Prague) described a new benchmark for computer vision and
new contribution to open-source project VLBenchmarks in his
thesis “Evaluation and Improvements of Image Interest Regions
Detectors and Descriptors”.

The following works took sixth-to-ninth place (in lexicographic
order). Peter Kostolányi (supervised by Branislav Rovan, Fac-
ulty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics, Comenius Uni-
versity in Bratislava) focuses on finite automata with balanced
use of resources and theory of equiloadness of some in his thesis
“Balanced Use of Resources in Computations”.
Michal Krnáč (supervised by Jarmila Škrinárová, Faculty of Nat-
ural Sciences, University of Matej Bel, Banská Bystrica) deals
with efficient use of grid systems in his thesis “Algorithms of
Load Balancing in Grid Environment”.

Jakub Stonawski (supervised by Petr Šaloun, Faculty of Electri-
cal Engineering and Computer Science, VŠB-Technical Univer-
sity of Ostrava) focuses on proposing new links in social net-
works based on face recognition in his thesis “Another Links in
Social Networks using Face Recognition”. The thesis resulted in
several publications in proceedings of international conferences,
e.g. [3].
Otakar Trunda (supervised by Roman Barták, Faculty of Math-
ematics and Physics, Charles University in Prague) investigates
possible ways to use the Monte Carlo Tree Search in the field of
planning and scheduling in his thesis “Monte Carlo Techniques
in Planning”. The thesis resulted in several publications in pro-
ceedings of international conferences, e.g. [5].

We hope this information will further encourage students from
Slovak and Czech universities to work hard in their research to
achieve excellent results in their master theses to be selected for
the next year of the ACM SPY competition. We also hope the
results of ACM SPY 2013 Finalist will be interesting to a wider
community.
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